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"With Malice toward None, with Charity for All, and with jlrmness in the Right."
ROY, Mora County, New" Mexico." Saturday. August 16.
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General Manager

Wheat News
Justice finished threshing the wheat off the 160 acres
It
of his farm east of town.
turned out 30 bushels per acre,
he had estimated it at 20 bushels
C. L.

and is well pleased at the yield.
This is the poorest crop he ánd
Hugh Mitchell
his brother-in-law- ,
They
have in over 4U0 acres.
have their tractor at work pre
paring the ground for
F. A. Bruce has 36 bushels per
acre of fine wheat which is also
far in excess of his estimate.
Thus far all the wheat threshed yielded more than expected.

Working His Way

In

At a meeting of the stockhold-

ers of the C. B. Stubblefield Co.
at Springer last week Wolcott L.
Russel was elected
General
Manager of the company with
jurisdiction over the three
Garages at Springer. Roy and
Maxwell. .
Probably no young man in this
part of the state is better fitted
for such a position than Lieutenant Russel, his years of training, having commenced as bookkeeper for the Floersheim Co.
when he was still in knee pants,
and his military training and
natural ability, won for him this
position.
He came to Roy Monday to attend to business matters here
and is getting into the harness
like a veteran.
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The Floersheim Elevator is
It
doing a rushing business,
keeps the machinery going almost constantly to handle the
wheat as it comes and load it
into cars. Sam Strong, who is
The box supper given in Mills
in charge is the busiest man in Tuesday
evening for benefit of the United States Civil Service
town, and will be for months to
Mills Base Ball team was quite a Commission has announced an
C)me. as threshing is only startsuccess.
The proceeds being examination for the County of
ing.
to be
Union New Mexico.
,
$55.25.
helb at Mosquero and Clayton
J. Frank Smith and wife were
L. E. Deubler and family ar- on Sept 13 1919 to fill the
up from Mosquero Tuesday.
position of rural carrier
at
They report threshing stopped rived Sunday evening from Kans.
Mosquero
may
and
vacancies
that
They
Thurs- in their little old Flivver.
on account of the rain.
they later occur on rural routes from
long
away
as
been
as
have
day, Friday and Sunday brought
other posts offices in the above
them heavy rains and hail did could stand it and are "Back mentioned
county.
The
home."
much damage Sunday.
only
open
will
examination
be
The wheat is yielding 30 to I. Mr. Deubler has been perfect- to citizens who are actually
over 40 bushels and the grade is ing himself in photography and domiciled in the territory of a
high. They have three good the latest methods and will open post office in the county and who
a gallery in Roy in the near
machines down there.
future. At present he is de- meets theother requirements set
forth in form no 1977 this form
Mr. C. A. Meffert, of Carbon-dal- veloping and printing films and and application blanks may be
111. arrived last week for a negatives only.
offices
obtained
from
the
visit with his sister Mrs. F. S.
or from the
T. K. Pint traded his old Dodge mentioned above
Brown and brother, Fred Meffert
Civil
Service
States
United
Saturday
agent
from
to an
in Roy. His family have been in car
Washington
D. C.
Commission
at
California and stopped here for Las Vegas for a new one of this Applications should be forwarded
a visit also on their return trip. year's model and is quite sure to the comisión at Washington
the repair shops will not see
at the earliest practicable date.
much
of him for a long time.
Reynolds,
D.
Insurance
Ernest
mau from Raton and Master of
We have arranged to present
Mr. Maes, former homesteader
the Masonic Lodge there was in
our readers with a special weekly
town Tuesday on business and and resident of this mesa arriv- report of President Wilson's
took occasion to call ón some of ed last week to see his farm out speaking tour in the interest of
in the S. F. Davis neighborhood.
the Masonic fraternity.
the League of Nations when lie
Roy
His home Is in West Virginia
He promises to come to
starts. This service is supplied
and visit the lodge in the near but he likes to get back to the by a news bureau, entirely inde
claim occasinnally.
future.
pendent of the Associated Press
and will tell the simple truth
Dr. Gibbs' children went . out
Mis3 Jessie Fender and her
without any of the influences
to the Martin : farm near Mills friends are pleased with' her which dominate the A. P. to in
The grades at the Las Vegas Normal
Tuesday for a vacation.
ject falsehood and sneers into it
country appeals to them at this She received ninety and better
time of the year.
in all but two studies and almost
I. C. Floersheim has been
e
qualified for a
certifi- visiting home folks in Roy the
John Arnett came down from cate while trying for a second, past ten days and incidentally
Dawson Tuesday and was tranlending his talent as a painter to
sacting business and greeting
ia
reported
State
that
It
the finishing of the interior of
He has a engineers
old friends in Roy.
are at work laying out the new residence of his brother
good position with the big store
a naw road to the Red River Edgar, making it one of the.
in Dawson and likes the place.
bridge from this sid e, It follows finest little homes in town.
the ridge recommended by the
I. C. witnessed the ball game
Ben Wright came in on the
petition sent in a long time ago with Clayton Sunday and rooted
train Monday for a visit with
and avoids the rocks to the top enthusiastically for the Roy team
He
brothers and friend3 here.
of the hill and finds easier grades
is at Camp Funston, Kansas and
Hail in the vicinity of Solano,
for much of the way down the
is off on a furlough for two weeks
canyon side. We may reason Sunday evening did serious
Ben is much thinner than when
ably hope for a good road to the damage in spots'. Soire fields of
he enlisted two years ago but he
s
corn in roast
were said
bridge yet before fall.
likes army life and will go back
to be totally, destroyed and others
to it whe his visit is over.
seriously Injured. E. D. Choate
Basket Dinner At Mills
adn Jr. Ogden are among the
victims.
Next Sunday Aug, 17th, there
At the meeting held Sunday will be a basket dinner at the Invitations are out for the
wedding of Señorita Elena
for the purpose, the Members of Methodist Church at Mills.
Sunday School, and Preaching Chaves and Sr. Alfredo Gonzales
the Christian Church arranged
to meet their small financial at the regular time by O. W. of Carrizo. August 20th.
obligations and raise a fund for Hearn. Service at 2:30 P. M.
The bride is a daughter of Mrs.
some needed improvements and also Mr. Hearn would like to meet Gertrudita S. Chavez and the
repairs. The basket dinner and all the people who are members groom a ton of George Gonzales
social as well as business featnres of the Christian Church whether well known ranchman.
The
they
members
are
Mills
at
or
wedding
day
will be at the Church of
of the
made it pleasant as
not. We hope to have Mrs. San Antonio, at Carrizo.
well as profitable.
On account of the departure in Daniels, of Tucumcari with us.
M.E. Church Notice
the near future of the Griner Everybody welcome.
SOLANO CIRCUIT
sisters, election of officers to take
Roy
Ball
The
play
team
will
their places was held.
Mrs. Tom Scott was elected Gladstone on the local diamond Services at
Mosquero, Aug. 17, 11A.M.
clerk, jnd Chester
Scott, Thursday afternoon (today) and
Bradley,
3, P.M.
go
will
to
Raton
Sunday
play
to
Treasurer.
Aug.
24,
Solano.
3P.M.
Raton
team.
the
This will be
Mrs. Daniels, of Tucumcari
Liberty.
24.
ll.A.M.
was present at the ladies meet- an interesting game and all who
Quarterly Meeting at Solano
ing and spoke to the point as well can should go and see it.
Tuesday
night Aug. 26th,
as singing several solos.
She
has became a favorite with all W. W. Day is driving back to Dr. Bright, will preach.
Oklahoma this week in his Ford.
who have nut b.3r.
C. E, Ketchum, Pastor.
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Will Woodward
Will Woodward, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Woodward, d:ed at

the home of his brother J. B.
Woodward Monday morning Aug.
11, after a protracted illness
from Tuberculosis.
The family
returned from E'hoenix, Arizona
recently with him in order to
give him the benefit of this cool
climate but he could not rally,
He was born in Douglas County
Missouri and was 35 years old
last June 14th. He leavrs a wife
and four children who, with his
parents, 3 brothers and 4 sisters
mourn the loss of a devoted husband, parent, son and brother.
The funeral was held Tuesday
at Liberty schoolhouse, conduct
ed by Rev. Hearn.
Interment at the Roy Cemetery.
'

......

CARD OF THANKS

We wish to

thank the kind
friends and neighbors for their
kindness and assistance in the
sickness and death of our dear
son, husband and brother.
Mr, and Mrs. James Woodward
"
and family: T
I
--

Aug.

16th

to

21st, severe

thunder and hailstorm but these
may be increased to nuormous
cloud burst and destructive hail,
during the week following the
25th, snow squalls and :severe
frost are probable durng last few
days of August, and into Sept.
heavy fog between storms.
T. H. Polaskie.
L. A. Brown sold his personal
property last week and he and
his daughter Mrs. L. B. Woods,
departed Sunday for the home of
the latter at Athens, Georgia.
Mr. Brown has lived here for
the past twelve years and is one
of the first homesteaders
to
locate here after settlement
commenced in earnest.
Many
friends will regret his leaving
and the necessity therefor.
.
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Gov't. Groceries

Base Ball

The Village of Roy will place
an order for Groceries with the
Government at the reduced
prices offered.
It is the intent to get a car lot
and thus save a considerable
amount in freight over parcel-pos- t
rates. These will be sold at
cost to patrons ordering now.
The Postmaster has price lists
Call and make out your order at
the Postoffice before Saturday
Aug. 16th if possible. Goods to
be paid for when they arrive.
The Village of Roy is backing
this movement for the benefit of
the people. Come and take advantage of it.
F. S. Brown
Mayor

The ball game Sunday with
Clayton was a "Dinger." It was
fast and
base ball
all the way througlu
Roy scored
in the 1st and Clayton fought
hard to the eighth for their first
score,
Roy scored one in the 3d and 2
in the 6th, then Clayton followed
up with three scores in the 9th
making it
Roy had two
outs, Edgar Floersheim at bat
with two strikes and 3 balls
on him and Anya at 3d. It was
a tense moment for all of them
but luck was with Roy and a
brought in the. coveted
score and won the game for Roy
It was a nice, clean game play
ed for all there was in it by both
sides, a few errors and fumbles
furnished amusement and the.
umpires were both so fair as to
seem almost partial to the other
team.
A good crowd was present
and enjoyed the game and every
courtesy was shown the Clayton
boys who are a handsome and
well behaved, lot.

W. J. Waggonner, was down
from his farm near Mofax Tuesday. He and his
Will Davenport,
have most of
that community planted to corn
this year with a fine prospect
for a crop.
They had a big corn crop last
year and are tearing into it with
two tractors getting ready for a
big wheat crop next year.
son-in-la-

sure-enoug-

h

4--

Mrs. Womack of Electra,
carrying a Texas, arrived Monday and is
party of young. Cavalry officers the guest of her daughter, Mrs.
out recruiting for the 5th Regi- F. S. Strickland.
Misses Ada
ment, drove in Monday and and Claudiai Strickland, of
pitched their tant on the corner Amarillo Taxas, are also guest3
where it would, be most conspicu at the Strickland home.
A big White

car

ous.

Home Gn a Furlough
o

Leo Rychlawski, who enlisted
in the navy at the beginning of
the war, was in training at
Presidio ..California
and in the
transport service during the
whole period of the war came
home last week from New York
on a short; furlough he is spending
Most oí his time with home folks
and will visit his sister in Indiana
He graduated from Roy Schools
just before enlisting He lias seen:
muich of the world, especially the
ocean. He will return to the navy
for a long cruise which appeals
to him but intends to returahere
when he is through w ith service
in the navy. We are glad to see
him back and especially glad to
see what two years in the service
of Uncle Sam has done for him.

"The World Boycott" will be the
subject of the morning sermon

at

Roy Sunday Aug.

1

7th by Rev

J. M. Wilson Pastor

M.

E.

Church. No service in the even
ing as the pastor goes to Mills to
be in a meeting Sunday evening..
There is but one more monthly
sendee before the Annual Conr.
ference.
A meeting of the Executive
Committee of the A. R. C. will
beheld ati their : hall Thursday
evening Aug. 14th at 8 o'clock.
Important business is to be
transacted.. ' All membeis. please
Nellie E. Willeox
attend.

Chairman

F. A. Bruce and family start
ed Thursday for a trip to Mc
Pherson, Kansas in their Ford,
They will acompany
Mrs.
and other relatives
father
Brace's
Jack Mahoney took out a new
who have been here for the past
Disc harrow Monday to attach to
days,
few
his Ford car tractor and get
busy preparing for his wheat
J. M. Elder took out a big
seeding this fall.
load of lunber Tuesday to build
a new granary to hold his wheat
W, H. Willcox and wife return
crop.
ed Saturday from their vacation
trip to the mountains.
Ben Stuart had to buy more
lumber
this week to enlarge his
Peter Wagner has purchased
granary.
He built one two
the Millard Alldredge homestead
years ago that he thought would
of 160 acres adjoining the land
hold all the wheat he would ever
he recently purchased from Mrs.
raise but it is not half big enough
Minnie Rhyne. He appreciates
this year.
the value of land here and pays
Judge
the price cheerfully.
deal.
with
this
assisted
Foster

The Masons were disappointed
in not having guests from Dawson at lodge Saturday night but
they had a large attendance and
The Wagon Mound Sentinel
a swell "Feed" any way and did publishes a "Fable" which tells
some very creditable degree very lucidly, we nrght say vividwork. T. E. Mitchell, and Mr. ly, a story which most of us have
S. E. Rucker, came in from heard by the safer method of
Albert to attend.
passing it along orally, the truth
of it is not questioned and it
Saturday was one of Roy's big
would seem that the Sentinel is
days for trade, the rain had internot afraid of telling the truth in
fered with threshing and farm
his paper by an old and effective
work almost all over and so method.
everybody came to town.
We have sent the paper to one
who will enjoy it as he does the
Serious damage by hail is re- condition which Í3 the text for
ported from many places and the fable but who has known all
hail which did little damage about the conditions which lead
up to it for many years.
appeared in many localities.
R. W. Boulware was hit the
When other matters of wider
hardest, and his summer crops importance are adjusted it might
riddled. It is hoped they will be well to have a little revolution
come out oi it and still mature a here in New Mexico and change
crop but it sure Iocks bad the the rules of the game of politics
first few days following a hail so that such raw deals couldnt
be pulled regularly.
t torn.

Robbery

The Stubblefield Co.

at Spring-

er was robbed Sunday night.
Thieves entered at the windowr
took the cash register out into a
weed patch, pried it open with
an iron bar and got the contents
about $25. 00. The damage to the
register was about the same
amount. No clue to the identity
of the thieves.

Roy Fair
The matter of a Fair this fall
agitated. No specific
arrangtments have been made
as yet but the possibilities of the
crops here lend encouragement
We could show
to the move.
crops never before equalled on
this mesa but many are too busy
caring for these crops to spare
the time to exhibit them.
is being

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

T0EEIGN

CONDENSATION

Premier Clemenceau probably will attend the meeting of the league pf nations to be held in Washington this
autumn.
OF FRESH
From All Over
It is learned that the Shuberts have
offered M. Clemenceau the highest
salury ever offered to any Individual
DISIMPORTANT
THE LATEST
for a lecture tour of the United States
PATCHES PUT INTO 6HORT,
under their management
CRISP PARAGRAPHS.
The first passenger airship to fly to
Rio de Janeiro from England will WMteni Newspaper Union Newa Service.
leave next month from Barrow. The
COMINO EVENTS.
fare will be $5,000 a round trip, which Arizona BUta Fair Nov. I to .
STORY OF THE WEEK will
be made via West Africa.
Exploration of the large,
e
Budapest is occupied by Rumanian ore body opened up on the 1,100-fotroops who advanced from the river level of the Verde Combination recent
Or
THE PROGRESS
SHOWING
Thelss, in spite of representations ly at Jerome, Ariz., Is developing a
made by Lieutenant Colonel Romanel-II- , much better grade of ore, which is
EVENTS IN OUR OWN AND
the Italian representative of the al- steadily Improving In value with depth.
FOREIGN LANDS.
lies at Vienna.
The ledge cut Is now fifteen feet in
George Johnson, a United States width, and widening out..
Western Newspaper Union News Service
army officer, committed
suicide In
"The Livestock Squad" sent over
dramatic fushlon at Nice. He waded Arizona by the Agricultural Extension
WESTERN
Plans have been perfected for a out into the sea in sight of numbers of Service have experts on poisonous
$150,000 motor speedway at Dalworth, pleasure seekers and then drew a re- plants of the range grasses, browse
midway between Dallas and Fort volver ond shot himself.
and grazing, livestock breeding, anl
Worth, Texas, and construction will
mal parasites, livestock diseases, silos
Marshal Foch, commander-in-chie- f
fitart immediately.
of the allied armies during the war, is and livestock feeds, and many other
Twenty public
Claims for damages inflicted during reported by the Echo de Paris to havii livestock subjects.
the Mexican revolution totaled 21,500,-00- been Invited by the United States gov- meetings are being held.
One of the largest mining deals
pesos on Aug. 2. This amount does ernment, as well as several organizacompleted in Arizona since the war
mot include American, British and tions in the country, to visit America.
French claims, which have not been
All the castles and buildings which broke out was consummated at Phoeclaims of the
filed.
the Hohenzollerns can prove they pur- nix, when thirty-twStrangler Ed. Lewis won two of chased with their own money they may "Daggs group" about a mile from Su
three falls In his match here last night retain. This is the decision of a com- perior, Arizonn, being sold to a syndiwith Ivan Grandavlch, Russian. Lewis mission which almost has completed cate of about forty New York and
won the first fall in forty-si- s
minutes the task of liquidating the affairs of Philadelphia men, headed by O. C.
Stelnbrenner of New York.
the royal house.
seconds and the secand twenty-ninIn the presence of a crowd of thous
ond in thirty-siminutes and fifty-fiv- e
The Soir announces thnt the hundred
of people from all parts of New
ands
seconds.
by
million dollar loan concluded
Mexico which packed the state house
Whether a property owner is also the Belgian government with Ameriowner of the air above his land is to be can banks will be made through the grounds at Santa Fé, N. M., MaJ. Gen
determined through a court action American government, the latter hav- Leonard Wood, U. S. A., was presented,
action brought by Frederick Hoene-man- ing asked that the loan be reserved on behalf of the state, with a medal In
a farmer in Kansas. He seeks for purchases made under Its control. recognition of his services to the country during the great war. The presento restrain a company owning airplanes
The United States is not the only
prohibition country, Belgium having tation speech was made by MaJ. W. H.
from using the air above his farm. H. Llewellyn, who served under GenLoss from forest fires in Montana followed suit so far as whisky, gin and eral Wood as a Rough Rider in the
find northern Idaho this season, up to other highly alcoholic liquors are conn
war, members of
July 31, amounted to $755,000, it was cerned. Soon after the armistice was this historic organization being present
estimated by Glen A. Smith, assistant signed a law was passed forbidding the in force at the ceremonies.
district forester. Heavy rains have re- mnnlfueture and sale of such beverIn Union county, N. M., all phases of
moved the fire menace In Montana, ages.
county club work are being presented
though fires in Idaho still are threatA statement has been made that not only In
the towns but in the coun
ening. A total of $815,000 lins been American steel companies, after hav- try as well. This county now boasts
spent in fighting forest fires in Mon- ing bought out the Doehlewercke steel of having one of the largest if not the
factories at Vienna and Dusseldorf, the largest calf clubs In the world. To suptana and northern Idaho this season.
largest In Europe, are now negotiating ply the members of the club more than
belongThirty-sidollars
thousand
ing to the Alamo National Bank of to acquire the famous Skoda works, 100 head of high grade and registered
San Antonio, which H. J. Brown, bank noted for Its naval guns. If successful Holsteln calves and about fifty head of
messenger, reported as having been In this the Americans will have vir- Jersey calves have been brought into
stolen from him, has been recovered tually a monopoly of the steel works the county. Club work of this kind Is
by detectives. Brown and A. J. Clem- of the continent, It is said.
not only Interesting to the children but
The surrender of General Kruska, many of the parents are becoming inents are being held for grand Jury action. Brown, according to the police, commander of the German prison camp terested and It Is believed that through
has confessed that the robbery was a at Kaiser, has been demanded by the the efforts of the club the county will
"frame up" by Clements and himself. allies as the first of the enemy offi- be well supplied with fine dairy cattle
cials to be tried for violations of Inter- In the next two or three years.
WASHINGTON
The Chamber of Commerce of
Without opposition or debate the national law during the war, according
Sonora, across the border ljrw
Senate adopted a resolution authoriz- to a Copenhagen dispatch, quoting Bering the foreign relations committee to lin advices. General Kruska is accused from Nogales, Ariz., and other chammake a sweeping investigation of out of having been responsible for an epi- bers In Mexican towns near the line,
rages against Americans and property demic of typhus fever at the Kaiser have petitioned the Mexican governIn Mexico and to report what, if any camp which caused the deaths of 3,000 ment to legalize acceptance of American money In payment for stamps,
means should be taken to prevent such French prisoners.taxes and duties. This was learned
outrages.
GENERAL
from members of the chamber.
In
sugar
crop
The
year
of
Cuba
is
this
A cotton production of 11,016,000
many of these Mexican towns, the
expected
to break all records, accordbales this yenr has been forecast by the
members said, American money virtuDepartment of Agriculture, basing its ing to Gabriel G. Menocal, brother of ally Is the sole circulating medium, the
president
Cuba,
New
is
in
the
of
who
estimate on the condition of the crop
Mexican coinage In the hands of busiJuly 25, which It announced as 07.1 York from Havana.
ness men there being of very limited
per cent of a normal. The forecast
The sugar yield from the Loulslnna
volume. Efforts to obtain a larger
shows an increase of 30,000 bales over cane crop will be more than 100,000 quantity of Mexican coinage to relieve
the forecast made a month ago. The tons below the average for the preced- the situation have been fruitless, the
condition of the crop showed a decline ing ten years, according to estimates Mexicans said.
of 2.9 per cent during the month con of the federal bureau of crops niade
An estimate that the Phoenix- - Yuma
pared with the average decline of 4.2 public.
road advocated In many quarters as a
per cent during the period in previous
An extraordinary attempt of eleven needed link to connect Arizona with
years.
Koreans to commit suicide by tying the Callfornln paved highway system,
themselves together with a rope and could be built from funds now availIncome tax returns were filed by
persons, about 3 per cent of the then Jumping overboard is reported able or soon to be available, has Just
population, for the calendar year of from Chemulpo. The incident occurred been mude by Slate Engineer
Mr. Maddock said there wan
1917, according to final reports Just on a ferryboat. All were picked up,
Í1.775.000 In hand or soon to be availcompleted by the bureau of internal but three were dead.
Charged with criminal anarchy un- able through county funds, bond Issues
revenue. They showed total net income of $13,052,383,207.
The Increase der an old section of the penal code, und stute and federal aid, which could
over 1916, before the law was expanded four men were arrested in New York be used for this road, leaving $400,000
to meet war expenses, was 3,035,851 re- by detectives of the bomb squad after to be found later. To get along withturns and $7,353,805,587 in net Income. a raid on their apartment In the Bronx. out this sum temporarily, Mr.
suggested certain portions of the
Taxes paid totalled $G75,249,450, an av- Much anarchistic literature and a loaderage of $308.56 per individual, or 0.03 ed revolver were found in the flat. All road Improvement be omitted for a
time, where such was feasible.
per cent of the income.
of the men were Finns.
Arizona corn acreage shows an Ingarage, from any story
A four-storA sample loaf of bread refused to
crease
of 10 per cent. About 37,000
directly
Is
which
and
exit
entrance
of
explode when Chicago police shot at
from the street, is one of the archi- It within a package. They thought the acres were planted this year, which
tectural landscape oddities of "auto- box Judge Lundls got in the mail was compared with 34,000 acres last year.
Bused on conditions July 1st of 94
mobile row" in Los Angeles. The ex- a bomb.
per cent of a normal crop, the total
planation is simple: The garage is
Twenty persons are believed to have production should be about 1,358,000
built on a hillside.
lost tlielr lives when the Tern schoonbushel
This compares with 952,000
A Joint resolution "declaring that a
er Gallia was sunk In a collision with last year and 804,000 bushels two yeara
state of anarchy exists In the United
British steamer War Witch, near ago.
States and authorizing the President to the
Halifax.
A letter bearing what is believed to
free interstate malls and traffic from
Approximately $2,000,000 worth of be the only authentic signature of King
further unlawful interference and adewith
quately protect citizens in their prop- surplus leather goods, finished and un- Ferdinand of Spain
erty rights," was introduced by Repre- finished, purchased by the government Queen Isabella of the expedition of Cobefore and during the war, was sold lumbus to the new world that is exsentative Blanton, Texas.
A protest against the policy of the at public auction in Chicago. The tant in this country, forms one of the
Navy Department which, it was prices obtained for the material were most important additions to the collections of the Historical Society of New
charged, compelled California oil in- greater than those paid by the governterests to sell to the navy at tidewater ment at the time of" the purchase, it Mexico. The letter Is written to his
cousin, the duke of Infantazzo. The
at 80 cents a barrel, "plus a vague was said.
promise of 'final adjustment,'" crude
Two Mexicans were shot and killed document, which Is dated Dec. 28, 1512,
oil, for which producers received $1.23 by, American customs guards at El is remarkably well preserved. It deals
at the well, was embodied in a state- Paso, Texas, while attempting to with the arrangements for the apment sponsored by the executives of smuggle six barrels of whisky to Mex- proaching marriage of the king's niece
several of the leading oil companies of ico, according to the announcement of and the duke's son. The letter conthe state. Under a contract which ex- Judge Jesus Cuen, of the District cludes: "Everything is already prepired July 1 the companies had been Court, who completed an Investigation. pared for the wedding. Including the
supplying the navy with crude oil at One of the smugglers was identified money which Is to be given the said
$1.47 a barrel, at an aggregate loss, the as a man named Ruiz, of a prominent court as agreed." The signature afstatement said, to the oil interests of family in Juarez. The other was said fixed is Ferdinand's famous "Yo, El
Rey" ("I, the King").
the state of $500,000.
to have been his chauffeur.
Mrs. John W. Wilson, county superThe State Department has been adThe United States submarine G-vised of efforts on the part of Japan- which Is listed as an obsolete craft intendent of the schools, has anese oil companies to acquire properties and used for experimental work, sank nounced that the county teachers in
in the Tampico oil fields of Mexico and with open hatches in Long Island stitute will be held, at Albuquerque, N.
that American companies have been sound and three of its crew of eight M., at the high school from Aug. 25 to
approached with a view to selling to were drowned. Others were rescued 28 inclusive. Many of the well known
by men from the United States coast educators of the state will lecture at
the Japanese.
One new article of war and changes guard cutter Acushnet, which was ac- the meeting, among which will be Dr.
David Spense Hill, the newly appointin thirty others have been recommend- companying the submarine.
bull, brought ed president of the university. ArGamboge, a
ed by the special board of officers appointed early In the war to Investigate $65,000 at an auction sale of Imported rangements have been made by the
system. In mak- Jersey cattle held at the farm of Ed- Chamber of Commerce to entertain the
the army
ing this announcement, Secretary Ba- mund Butler at Mount Klsco, N. Y. teachers while they are in the city and
with the work In every way
ker said he soon would transmit the The purchaser was L. K. Walkley of
possible.
Southington, Conn.
board's report to Congress.
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Attorney
General Palmer has started out to as
certnin how much of the high cost of
living Is due to excessive profits by
retuilers. In a telegram to all state
food administrators who worked with
Administrator Hoover during the war,
the attorney general requested the
appointment of a fair price committee
in each county to Investigate what is
being charged for retail necessities
and if In excess of what the commit
tee considers Just, to publish a list of
fair prices for the guidance of the
public.
Hoarders, on the other hand, can
be reached thru the war time food
Washington,

Aug.

11.

laws or the Sherman act, and Mr.
Palmer requested the state food administrators to transmit to him any
evidence of hoarding or other violations of the low which they "might encounter in their work, with the promise that the government's law enforcement machinery would act promptly.
The attorney general's telegram follows
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"In order to secure accurate Information relative to charges of profiteering by dealers in necessary commodities it is the desire of the government to ascertain whether or not
such dealers are making more than a
fair margin of profit.
"Will you assist In your state by
requesting those persons who have
been county food administrators under your Jurisdiction to appoiut fair
price committees, Including one retailer of groceries, one of dry goods,
a representative of the producers, of
organized labor, of housewives, two
or three representatives of the public
generally, also a wholesaler when
practicable?
"Please request them to pursue approximately the same inquiry with
reference to food products and the
ordinary necessities in dry goods and
clothing that were pursued by your
e
committees under the food
administration act. This committee
will be an extra legal body, without
power to summon witnesses or fix
fair-pric-

Beyond Restraint.
After trying in vain for months to
get a house Brown set out one day
look on his
with a
.

face. He wandered about all day without being successful, till at lust his
steps led him to the river.
birthday again. '
"Ah I" he said in utter despair, "how
tempting it looks?" He was almost
A Good Job.
Inclined to plunge in and end it all.
"I know a man who lately cleaned
All of a sudden he heard a splash
nnd, looking around, he saw his friend out a bank nnd got away with It."
"He was a smart crook."
Green struggling In the water. With"No; he was a conscientious Jnnl-tor- ."
out attempting to save him he rushed
off to the local house agent.
"Quick 1" he gasped.. "Green has
fallen In the river. Can I have his
house?"
"Sorry," said the house agent. "I've
already let it to the man who pushed
him in." London Ideas.

aoiaiers oootne

Skin Troubles
with Culicura

If You Need

Soap, Ointment, Talcum He. each?
of "Oatloara.Dcpt.E.Boitaa."

a Medicine

You Should Hava

Sam plea

the Best

prices;

"It is requested, however, to ascertain the cost prices, determine a
fair margin of profit, and if retail
prices are in excess of what the committee regards a fair price, to have
published its list of fair prices, reporting to you for review.
"Any evidence of hoarding or other
violations of the food control net which
may be developed in the work of such
committee should be turned over to the
United States attorney, who will be instructed to employ all his resources a?
well as those of the bureau of investigation to
with you and your
committees in seeking out and punishing all violators of the law.
"There is a pressing necessity for
the restoration of normal conditions,
and it is believed, that through the
same organization which you had as
federal food administrator, you and
your county administrators, together
with their appointees, can render a valuable service to the country at this
time, and your
and theirs
without compensation, will be greatly
appreciated.
"The widest publicity of this movement and the results obtained by the
county committees,

It

is believed, will

be an important factor in its success.
Please wire whether the government
can count upon your active

U. 8. to Resume Trade in Russia.
London. A wireless dispatch says
that the German press is paying

marked attention to arrival of a

com-

Her Birthday.
Mrs. Styles Oh, dearl
Mr. Styles What's wrong nowT
Mrs. Styles I was Just thinking:
how fast time files.
Mr. Styles Doesn't it? Why, tomorrow you'll be observing your twenty-eigh- th

llave you ever stopped to reaon why
it is that so many products that are extensively advertised, all at once drop out
of light and are soon forgotten? The
reason is plain the article did not fulfill
the promises of the manufacturer. This
applies more particularly to a medicine.
A medicinal preparation that has real
curative value almost sells itself, as like
an endless chain system the remedy is
by those who have been
recommended
benefited, to those who are in need of it.
A prominent druggist says "Take for
example Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root- ,
a
preparation I have sold for many years
and never hesitate to recommend, for in
almost every case it shows excellent re
sults, as many of my customers testify.
No other kidney remedy has so large
sale."
According
to sworn statements and
verified testimony of thousands who have
used the preparation, the success of Dr.
Kilmer s Swamp-Roo- t
is due to the fact,
so many people claim,

that it

fulfills

al-

oiLiouenEos
Caused by
Acid-Stoma- ch
ao- to local aymptoma they eeldora ffet
obvery much better. Whatever relief la
tained la uaually temporary. Traca bllloua-ne- aa
to lta source and remove the eanae and
the chancea are that the patient will remain atroné and healthy.
Doctora aay that mora than 70 nonorganic dlaeaaea can be traced to an
Bllloueneaa la one of them. Indigestión, heartburn, belching, aour atomacb,
bloat and gaa are other algna of
EATONIC, the marvelous modern,
stomach remedy, brlnga quick relief from
these stomach miseries which lead to a lona;
train of alimenta that make life mlaerable
If not corrected.
EATONIC literally abaorbs and carrle
away the ezcese acid. Makes the atomacb
atrong, cool and comfortable.
Helpa dlgea-tloImproves the appetite and you then
get full strength from your food. Thousand
aay that EATONIC la the most effective-stomacremedy In the world. It la the help-YOneed. Try It on our
guarantee.
At all druggists,
Only 60 cents for a big box.

If people who are bllloua are treated

most every wish in overcoming kidney,
liver and bladder ailments; corrects urinary troubles and neutralizes the uric
acid which causes rheumatism.
i
You may receive a sample bottle of
LZ3 (Tor yodr
Swamp-Roo- t
by Parcels Post. Address
Dr. Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y.,
and enclose ten cents; also mention this We Pay Cash to Direct Shippers
paper. Large and medium size bottles
for No. 1 CHURNING CREAM
for sale at all drug stores. Adv.
Ship ns your Churning Cream. Will pay top
market day of arrival. Write us for quotations.
Like a Veteran.
A friend of mine who was down in THE WHITE CLOVER BUTTER CO- 1418-1Fifteenth St- - Denver, Colo. Saa'l Meara.
the Hawaiian islands with the Ameri- UIIIUHCI:
rMr M hit ut Pra's, Iraiilneira,
can first field artl'lery told me he had
D. t. Satbaal Sua er rlnt laltasl Baak, Deafer.
not been in the service long but was
already as tanned as a raspberry and
as bowlegged as a donkey. Exchange.
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SUMMER

COLD

merchants at
mission of American
Archangel to negotiate with the soviet

A cold in the summer time, as every
body knows, is the hardest kind of a
authorities regarding a resumption of cold to get rid of. The best and quick-es- t
regular commercial traffic. It is said
way Is to go to bed and stay there
an agreement has been established if you can, with a bottle of "Boschee's
Syrup" handy to Insure a good night's
providing for the supply of provisions,
agricultural machines and raw mater- rest, free from coughing, with easy exial by the Americans, in return for pectoration in the morning.
But if you can't stay In bed you must
which Russia is to grant concessions
keep out of draughts, avoid sudden
to American industries.
changes, eat sparingly of simple food
and take occasional doses of Boschee's
Seven Burn to Death.
Syrup, which you can buy at any storo
persons were where medicine Is sold, a safe and effi
Seven
Montreal.
burned to death in a fire on a scenic cient remedy, made in America for more
railway at Dominion park, an amuse- than fifty years. Keep it handy. Adv.
ment resort near this city.
Tommy's Tummy.
Teacher Tommy, spell "stomach."
Demand Action.
Tommy (who has Just recovered from
Paris. The note the supreme coun- an overdose of green apples)
Cartoons Magazine.
cil of the peace conference sent to Rumania relative to the armistice the RuA man may be dead all his life and
manians sought to impose on Hungary
was much stronger than at first sup- yet die hard.
posed. It stated that the peace conference was compelled to believe the Ru
manian government determined to defy
the conference and separate itself from
J Strong and Healthy.
Vori
t thevTire. Smart Tfrh Ii
the allied nnd associated governments
Irritated,
?urn. i
and requested Rumania to deny by
InAamau
IV ukl ELI
acts and not by words the charge? use
Murine of tea Safe for Infant or Adult
made against her.
At all Drer-HatWrite fox Free Eye Book.
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Everyone wants It. Formulas for iOD
HOME MADE BEVERAOKS. Book Form.
Send $1 for copy and territory propoaltlon.
BUYERS' EXPORT AfiENCY, lne., 44
Broome St., NEW YORK.

EveryW ornan IVanís

FOR PERSONAL HYfULNE .
Dissolved la water for douches stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflam.
nations. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,
sore throat and sore eyes. EconomicaL
Has extnonanary

ree.

a PaTtnn

rlianiina mnA mmrmuiAl IMiwef.
all drunuti, er Dotlpsid Of
Tnilft Crwn;mny, Boston, Maw,

uc

For Your Homo Drink
11.60

H
Kfotr.

USE
FIDE-BB- U
Dd

TABLETS

three other Ingredients added

towwr.ndenjo,-pac- ka
CEREAL
gea THE AMBER-COLOREfogaUona
BEVERAGE THAT WILL LAST
StnJ Monty Nutritions and satisfying; make
OroW Todau any quantity desired.
WESTERN FOME-BRAGENCY
1644 Lincoln Su
Dept A.
Denver, Cola.

Teína Olla Oldest eatab. broken In Port
Worth. Ref. any bank here. Free Weekly
Market Letter published each Saturday.
Olvea details all oil developmenta In Teiae
Oil Fields. Write for free copy to Ben O.
Son, 101 Club Sldg., VU Worth, Tex.
Smith
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President Addresses Congress on
Subject of High Cost
- of Living.
LAWS

ARE

NOT

ADEQUATE

Chief Executive Declares "Vicious
Practices" Are Responsible for
Perilous Situation Which Faces
the Nation Makes Important Recommendations.
Washington.

Addressing congress

and proposing remedies to check the
high cost of living, President Wilson
declared that existing laws were inadequate and that high prices were not
Justified by shortage of supplies, present or prospective, but were created In
many cases "artificially and deliberately" by "Vicious practices."
The president recommended that the
to
food control act be extended
peace time operation and that congress
exclude from Interstate as well as
Intrastate shipments goods which did
not comply with Its provisions.
His address was as follows:
Gentlemen of the Congress:
I have sought this opportunity to address you because It Is clearly my duty
to call your attention to the present cost
of living and to urge upon you with all
the persuasive force of which I am capable
the legislative measures which would be
most effective In controlling It and bringing It down.
The prices the people of this country are
paying for everything that It Is necessary
for them to use In order to Uve are not
Justified by a shortage In supply, either
present or prospective, and are in many
cases artificially and deliberately, created
by vicious practices which' ought immediately to be checked by law.
They constitute a burden upon us which
la the more unbearable because we know
that It is wilfully Imposed by those who
have the power and that It can by vigorous public action be greatly lightened and
made to square with the actual conditions
of supply and demand.

Profiteers Lawbreakers.
Some of the methods by which these
prices are produced are already Illegal,
some of them criminal, and those who
employ them will be energetically proceeded against. But others have not yet
fceen brought under the law, and should
be dealt with at once by legislation.
I need not recite the particulars' of this
critical matter; the prices demanded and
paid at the sources of supply, at the fac.
tory, In the food markets, at the shops.
In the restaurants and hotels, alike In the
city and In the village.
They are familiar to you. They are the
talk of every domestic circle and of every
group of casual acquaintances even. It Is
matter of familiar knowledge also, that
a process has set In which Is likely, unless
something Is done, to push prices and
rents and the whole cost of living higher
and yet higher. In a vicious cycle to which
there is no logical or natural end.
With the Increase In the prices of the
necessaries of life come demands for Increases in wages demands which are
justified If there be no other means of
enabling men to live.
Upon the Increase of wages there follows close an Increase In the price of the
products whose producers have been accorded the Increase not a proportionate
Increase, for the manufacturer does not
content himself with that, but an Increase considerably greater than the
added wage cost and for which the added
wage cost Is oftentimes hardly more than
tin excuse.
The laborers who do not get an Increase
1n pay when they demand It are likely
to strike, and the strike only makes mat-

ters worse.
It checks production;

If It affects the
railways It prevents distribution and
atrips the markets; so that there Is presently nothing to buy, and there is another
xcessivo addition to prices resulting from
the scarcity.

pacity, our economic processes are Inextricably Interwoven with those
f
other nations and peoples most Intimately of all with the nations and peoples upon whom the chief burden and
confusion of the war fell and who
are now most dependent, upon the cooperative action of the world.
Exports Greatest In History.
We are Just now shipping more goods
out of our ports to foreign markets than
we ever shipped before not foodstuffs
merely, but stuffs and materials of every
sort; but this is no Index of what our
foreign sales will continue to be or of
the effect the volume of our exports
will have on supplies and prices.
It Is
Impossible yet to predict how far or
how long foreign purchasers will be
able to And the money or the credit to
pay for or sustain such purchases on
such a scale; how soon or to what extent
foreign manufacturers can resume their
former production, foreign farmers get
their accustomed crops from their own
fields; foreign mines resume their former
output, foreign merchants set up again
their old machinery of trade with the
ends of the earth. All these things must
remain uncertain until peace
and the nations of the world have
concerted the methods by which normal
life and Industry are to be restored.
All that we shall do In the meantime to restrain profiteering and put
the life of our people upon a tolerable
footing will be makeshift and provisional. There can be no settled condition here or elsewhere until the treaty
of peace is out of the way and the
work of liquidating the war has become the chief concern of our government and of the other governments of
the world.
Until then business will
inevitably remain speculative and sway
now this why and again that, with
heavy losses or heavy gains, as It may
chance, and the consumer must take
care of both the gains and the losses.
There can be no peace prices so long as
our whole financial and economic system Is on a war basis.
Europe Must Know Situation.
"Europe will not, cannot recoup her
capital or put her restless, distracted
peoples to work until she knows exactly where she stands In respect to
peace; and what we will do Is for her
the chief question upon which her quietude of mind and confidence of purany
pose depends. While there
that the peace terms may be
changed or may be held long In abeyance, or may not be enforced because
of divisions of opinion among the powers associated against Germany. It Is
Idle to look for permanent relief.
Points Out Present Duty.
But what we can do we should do,
and should do at once. And there Is
a great deal that we can do, provisional though It be. Wheat shipments and
credits to facilitate the purchase of our
wheat can and will be limited and controlled In such a way as not to raise
but rather to lower the price of flour
here. The government has the power,
within certain limits, to regulate that
We cannot deny wheat to foreign peoples who are in dire need of it, and we
do not wish to do bo; but, fortunately,
though the wheat crop Is not what
we hoped It would be. It Is abundant
The
If handled with provident care.
price of wheat Is lower In the United
States than In Europe, and with proper
management can be kept so.
Immediate Relief Measures.
By way of Immediate relief, surplus
stocks of both food and clothing In the
hands of the government will be sold and
of course sold at prices at which there
Is no profit And by way of a more permanent correction of prices surplus
storks in private hands will be drawn out
of storage and put upon the market Fortunately under the terms of the
"act the hoarding of foodstuffs can
be checked and prevented, and they will
be, with the greatest energy. Foodstuffs
can be drawn out of storage and .sold by
legal action which the department of
Justice will Institute wherever necessary;
but as soon as the situation Is systematically dealt with it Is not likely that the
courts will often have to be resorted to.
Much of the accumulating of stocks has
no doubt been due to the sort at specu
lation which always results from uncertainty. Great surpluses were accumulated because it was Impossible to foresee
what the market would disclose and dealers were determined to be ready for
whatever might happen, as well as eager
to reap the full advantage of rising
prices. They will now see the disadvantage, as well as the danger, of holding
oft from the new process of distribution.
Significant Facts Quoted.
Bom very Interesting and significant
facts with regard to stocks on hand and
the rise of prices In the face of abundance have been disclosed by the Inquiries
of the department of agriculture, the department of labor and the federal trade
food-contr-

--

--

commission.
They seem to Justify the statement that
In the case of many necessary commodities effective means have been found to

prevent the normal operation of the law
Conditions Not "Natural."
of supply and demand.
which
It would serve as a useful example to
These are facts and forces with
only
too
familiar;
but
the other communities of this country, as
we have become
well as greatly relieve local distress If the
we are not Justified because of our familiarity with them or because of any hasty congress were to regulate all such matare ters very fully for the District of Columand shallow conclusion that they Inacbia, where 'its legislative authority la
"natural" and Inevitable, In Bitting
fawithout hmlt.
letting
their
them work
tively by and
tal results If there Is anything that we
Would Have Prices Plainly Marked.
can do to check, correct or reverse them.
I would also recommend that It be
I have Bought this opportunity to Inform the congress what the executive Is required that all goods destined for Inand
terstate commerce should In every case
doing by way of remedy and control,
to suggest where effective legal remedies where their form or package makes It
possible be plainly marked with the
are lacking and may be supplied.
We must, I think, frankly admit that price at which they left the hands of
Such a requirement
there Is no complete Immediate remedy the producer.
to be had from legislation and executive would bear a close analogy to certain
supply
of
processes
and
provisions of the pure food act, by which
action. The free
demand will not operate of themselves, It Is required that certain detailed Inand no legislative or executive action can formation be given on the labels of
force them into full and natural operation packages of foods and drugs.
until there Is peace.
And It does not seem to me that we
"There is now neither peace nor war. could confine ourselves to detailed
unwaiting
with
what
It
world
All the
measures of this kind, If It Is Indeed
nerving fears and haunting doubts who our purpose to assume national control
can adequately say? waiting to know of the processes of distribution.
I
when It shall have peace and what kind take It for granted that that is our
peace
comes
a
peace
be
it
will
when
It
of
purpose and our duty. Nothing less
In which a nation shall make shift- - for will suffice.
We need not hesitate to
Itself as It can, or a peace buttressed and handle a national question In a nasupported by the will and concert of tional way. We should go beyond the
the nations that have the purpose and the measures I have suggested. We should
power to do and to enforce what Is right.
a law requiring a federal
Politically, economically, socially, the formulateof all
corporations engaged In
world is on the operating table, and It has license
commerce and embodying in
not been possible to administer any anaes- Interstate
or In the conditions under
thetic. It Is conscious. It even watches the license,
Is to' be Issued, specific reguthe capital operation upon which It knows which itdesigned
to secure competitive
that its hopes of healthful life depends. lations
selling and prevent unconscionable
It cannot think Its business out or make
profits In the method of marketing.
plans or give intelligent and provident direction to Its affairs while In such a case.
Law Would Do Much.
Where there is no peace of mind there
Such a law would afford a welcome opcan be no energy in endeavor.
red
portunity to effect other
forms In the business of interstate shipMust Know Terms of Peace.
ment and In the methods of corporations
There can be no confidence In Indus- which are engaged in it; but for the motry, no calculable basis for credits, no ment I confine my recommendations to the
confident buying of systematic selling, object Immediately In hand, which Is to
no certain prospect of employment, no lower the cost of living.
normal restoration of business, no
May I not add that there Is a bill now
hopeful attempt at reconstruction or a pending before the congress which, If
proper reassembling of the dislocated passed, would do much to stop speculation
elements of enterprise until peace has and to prevent the fradutent methods of
been established, and. so far as may be. promotion by which ourpeople are and
Our national life has no nually fleeced of many millions of
guaranteed.
money.
I refer to the measure
doubt been less radically disturbed and
dismembered than the national life of proposed by the capital Issues committee
for the control of security Issues. It is a
other peoples whom the war more directly affected, with all Its terrible measure formulated by men who know
It
force,
actual conditions of business, and Its
but
the
ravaging and destructive
would serve a great and benehas been nevertheless profoundly af- adoption
ficent purpose.
fected and disarranged, and our IndusWe are dealing, gentlemen of the con
tries, our credits, our productive ca
much-neede-

hard-earne-

SPANISH-AMERICA-

gress, I need hardly say, with very critical
and very difficult matters. We should go
forward with confidence along the road
we see, but we should also seek to comprehend the whole of the scene amidst
which we act. There is no ground for
some of the fearful forecasts I hear ut
tered about me, but the condition of the
world is unquestionably very grave and
we should face it comprehendlngly. The
situation of our own country Is
fortunate. We of all peoples
can afford to keep our heads and to determine upon moderate and sensible
courses of action which will Insure us
against the passions and distempers which
are working such deep unhapplness for
some of the distressed
nations on the
other side of the sea.
But we may be Involved In their distresses unless we help, and help with energy and Intelligence.
Disregarding the surplus stock In the
hands of the government there was a
greater supply of foodstuffs In this country on June 1 of this year than at the
same date last year. In the combined total of a number of the most Important
foods In dry and cold storage the excess
Is quite 19 per cent And yet prices have

age for Interstate shipment should have
plainly marked upon each package the
selling or market price at which they
went Into storage. By this means the
purchaser would always be able to learn
what profits stood between him and the
producer or the wholesale dealer.
The world must pay for the appalling
destruction wrought by the great war,
and we are part of the world. We must
pay our share. For five years now the Industry of all Europe has been slack and
disordered. The normal crops have not
been produced; the normal quantity of
manufactured goods has not been turned
out.
Not until there are the usual crops
and the usual production of manufactured
goods on the other side of the Atlantic
can Europe return- to the former conditions; and it was upon the former conditions, not the present, that our economic
relations with Europe were built up.
We must face the fact that unless we
help Europe to get back to her normal
life and production a chaos will ensue
there which will Inevitably be communicated to this country. For the present. It
Is manifest, we must quicken, not slacken,
our own production.

The supply of fresh eggs on hand In
June of this year, for example, was
greater by nearly 10 per cent than the
supply on hand at the same time last
year, and yet the wholesale price of eggs
was 40 cents a dozen, as against 30 cents
a year ago. The stock of frozen fowls
had increased more than 2S8 per cent, and
yet the prices had risen also from 34Vi
cents per pound to 3714 cents. The supply
of creamery butter had Increased 129 per
cent and the price from 41 to 53 cents per
pound. The supply of salt beet had been
augmented 3 per cent and the price had
gone up from t.14 a barrel to t.16 a barrel.
Canned corn had Increased In stock nearly 92 per cent and had remained substantially the same In price.
Few Price Drops Not Enough.
In a few foodstuffs the prices had declined, but In nothing like the proportion
In which the supply had Increased. For
example, the stock of canned tomatoes
had Increased 102 per cent and yet the
price had declined only 25 cents per
dozen cans. In some cases there had
been the usual result of an Increase of
price following a decrease of supply, but
In almost every Instance the Increase of
price had been disproportionate to the
decrease In stock.
Law Department Active.
The attorney general has been making
a careful study of the situation as a
whole and of the laws that can be applied to better It and Is convinced that,
under the stimulation and temptation of
exceptional circumstances, combinations
of producers and combinations of traders
have been formed for the control of supplies and of prices which are clearly in
restraint of trade, and against these prosecutions will be promptly Instituted and
actively pushed which will In all likelihood have a prompt corrective effect
There Is reason to believe that the prices
of leather, of coal, of lumber and of textiles have been materially affected by
among
forma of concert and
the producers and marketers of these and
other universally necessary commodities
which It will be possible to redress. No
watchful or energetic effort will be
spared to accomplish this necessary result I trust that there will not be many
cases In which prosecution will be necessary. Public action will no doubt cause
many who have perhaps unwittingly
adopted Illegal methods to abandon them
promptly and of their own motion.
Publicity Will Do Much.
And publicity can accomplish a great
deal. The purchaser can often take care
of himself if he knows the facts and Influences he Is dealing with, and purchasers are not disinclined to do anything, either singly or collectively, that may be
necessary for their
The department of commerce, the
department of agriculture, the department of labor and the federal trade
commission can do a great deal toward
supplying the publlo systematically
and at short Intervals, with Information regarding the actual supply of
particular commodltlea that Is in existence and available with regard to
supplies which are in existence but not
with regard to the methods of price Axing which are being used by dealers in
certain foodstuffs and other necessities.
Retailers In Part to Blame.
There can be little doubt that retailers are in part sometimes In large
part responsible for exorbitant prices;
and It Is quite practicable for the government through the agencies I have
mentioned, to supply the public with
full Information as to the prices at
which retailers buy and as to the costs
of transportation they pay In order
that It may be known Just what margin of profit they are demanding. Opinion and concerted action on the part of
purchasers can probably do the rest.
Congress Must Supply Funds.
That Is, these agencies may perform this
indispensable' service provided the congress will supply them with the necessary funds to prosecute their Inquiries
and keep their price lists up to date.
Hitherto the appropriation committees of
the house have not always, I fear, seen
the full value of these Inquiries, and the
departments and commissions have been
very much straitened for means to render this service. That adequate funds be
provided by appropriation for this purpose, and provided as promptly as possible, Is one of the means of greatly
ameliorating the present distressing conditions of livelihood that I come to urge.
In this attempt to concert with you the
best ways to serve the country In this
emergency.
It Is one of the absolutely necessary
means, underlying many others, and can
be supplied at once.
There are many other ways. Existing
law Is Inadequate. There are many perfectly legitimate methods by which the
government can exercise restraint and
guidance.
Let me urge, In the first place, that
the present foodstuff control act should
be extended both as to the period of time
during which It shall remain In operation
and as to the commodities to which it
shall apply.
Its provision against hoarding should be
made to apply not only to food but also
to feed stuffs, to fuel, to clothing, and to
many other commodities which are Indisputably necessaries of life. As It
stands now It is limited In operation to
the period of the war and becomes Inoperative upon the formal proclamation
of peace. But I should Judge that It was
clearly within the constitutional power of
the congress to make similar permanent
provisions and regulations with regard to
all goods destined for Interstate commerce and to exclude them from Interstate shipment If the requirements of the
law are not complied with.
Some such regulation Is Imperatively
necessary.
The abuses that have grown up In
the manipulation of prices by the withholding of foodstuffs and other necessaries
of life cannot otherwise be effectively prevented. There can be no doubt of either
thhe necessity or the legitimacy of such
measures. May I not call attention to
the fact, also, that, although the present
act prohibits profiteering, the prohibition
Is accompanied by no penalty. It Is clearly In the publlo interest that a penalty
should be provided which will be persua-

U. 8. Must Hold World Steady.
We, and we almost alone, now hold the
world steady. Upon our steadfastness and
depend the affairs of nations everywhere. It Is In this supreme
crisis this crisis for all mankind-th- at
American must prove her mettle.
In the presence of a world confused, distracted, she must show herself

excep-tlonate- ly

risen.

sive.

It would materially add to the serviceability of the law, for the purpose we
now have In view, if .t were also prescribed that all goods released from stor

-

capable of sober
and effective action. She saved Europe
by her action in arms; she must now save
It by her action in peace.
In saving Europe she will save herself,
as she did upon the battlefields of the
war. The calmness and capacity with
which Bhe deals with and masters the
problems of peace will be the final test
and proof of her place among the peoples
of the world.
And, if only in our own Interest, we
must help the poople overseas. Europe Is
our biggest customer. We must keep her
going or thousands of our shops and
scores of our mines must close. There Is
no such thing as letting her go to ruin
without ourselves sharing in the disaster.
In such circumstances, face to face
with such tests, passion must be discarded.
Passion and a disregard for the
rights of others have no place In the
counsels of a free people. We need light,
not heat, In these solemn times of
and saving action.

.

Must Be No Threats.
There must be no threats. Let there be
only Intelligent counsel, and let the best
reasons win, not the strongest brute
force. The world has Just destroyed the
arbitrary force of a military Junta. It
will live under no other. All that is arbitrary and coercive Is In the discard.
Those who seek to employ It only prepare
their own destruction.
We cannot hastily and overnight revolutionize all the processes of our economic life. We shall not attempt to do
so. These are days of deep excitement
and of extravagant speech, but with us
'
these are things of the surface.
Everyone who is in real touch with the
silent masses of our great people knows
that the old strong fiber and steady
are still there, firm against violence or any distempered action that
would throw their affairs into confusion.
I am serenely confident that they will
readily find themselves, no matter what
the circumstances, and that they will address themselves to the taska of peace
with the same devotion and the same
stalwart preference for what is right that
they displayed to the admiration of the
whole world In the midst of war.

Sinister Influences at Work.
And I enter another confident hope. I
have spoken today chiefly of measures

PARTIAnO

LAMB

Armenians Make Meat Staple
ticle of Diet.

Ar-

Methods of Preparing It Seem Strange
to Those Accustomed to Western
Cooking Eggplant a Favor,
its Vegetable.
Jr.:

Lamb appears to be the basic Item
of the Armenian diet If one Is to Judge
by the number of Armenian dishes In
which It plays a part No less than
23 ways of using this meat are given
In a list of typical Armenian dishes
prepared by an expert.
Roast lamb with matzoon sauce and
lamb broiled whole are substantial features of Armenian banquets. Then
there Is boiled Iamb, lamb roasted In
paper, lamb roasted with tomato,
whole spring Inmh roasted, lamb stuffed with rice, steamed lamb, lamb broiled, hunter style ; lamb grilled on skewers, braised lamb with wine sauce,
braised lamb with currle, braised lamb
with tomato sauce, braised Iamb with
onions and braised lamb In paper dishes seasoned with peas.
Kouzou kapama Is an elaborate
lamb dish In which the meat Is steamed with scalllon and lettuce; kouzou
guvey Is lamb roasted In an earthen
pot with rice and tomatoes.
Eggplant Is a favorite Armenian
vegetable which Is often used with the
Iamb to make a delicious dish, Hun-kal- r
beyendl Is mashed eggplant and
potted lamb; patljan cheop kebab Is
fried lamb and eggplant grilled on
skewers; eggplant stewed In lamb
broth and braised Iamb and eggplant
are other savory dishes.
All sorts of vegetables
and even
fruits are stewed In lamb broth to
give them that richness which Is a
feature of the national taste In cookery.
Fresh peas, artichokes, string
beans, celery, leeks, spinach
and
quinces are mentioned In Armenian
culinary lore as being the better for
simmering slowly for some time In the
lamb broth. A variation dish Is nohud
yahnl, Turkish peas stewed with
onions In lamb broth.
Ouscoumrl dolma Is an elaborate Armenian dlsb, composed of mackerel
stuffed with onions, plnenuts and currants, fried In olive oil and served cold.
Eggplant stuffed with rice and onions
and cooked In olive oil is also served
cold. Fassoull pulakl Is beans stewed
with vegetables and olive oil and served cold.

Plnenuts and currants are favorite
Ingredients of stuffing, appearing not
only in the stuffed mackerel but also
with rice as a stuffing for turkey In
a dish called Hindi dolma. Harpoot
keofteh are delicious boiled meat balls
prepared with cracked wheat and stuffed with meat, plnenuts and currants.
Stuffed vine leaves, yalanJI dolman

of Imperative regulation and legal compulsion, of prosecutions and the sharp
correction of selfish processes; and these and yaprak surma are other favorite
no doubt are necessary.
dishes. The leaves of the grapevine
But there are other forces that we may are used for the outer wrappings of
count on besides those resident In the
dolman
department of Justice.
We have Just these viands. In the yalanjl
already cooked
fully awakened to what has been going rice and onions
on and to the influences, many of them through are wrapped In the vine leaves
very selfish and sinister, that have been and the whole again subjected to a
producing high prices and Imposing an
Intolerable burden on the mass ot our slow simmering process In olive oil.
In the yaprak sarrna the rice and meat
people.
To have brought It all Into the open ore cooked together or, rather, the rice
will accomplish the greater part of the Is
cooked In a rich stock and then
result we seek.
I appeal with entire confidence to wrapped In the vine leaves and simour producers, our middlemen and our mered In oil.
merchants to deal fairly with the peoThe names of these Armenian dishes
ple. It Is their opportunity to show cannot be translated according to their
that they comprehend, that they Intend to act Justly, and that they have sounds for hashlama Is not an effort
boardto orientalize the
the publlo Interest sincerely at heart
And I have no doubt that houseing house viand of lamb hash, but
keepers all over the country, and evlebab Ineryone who buys the things he dally plain boiled lamb, and shlsh
stands In need of will presently exer- stead of being a Turkish form of TNT,
cise a greater vigilance, a more Is a mild and savory dish of lamb
thoughtful economy, a more discrimigrilled on skewers.
nating care as to the market In which
he buys or the merchant with whom
Making Thrift Compulsory.
he traded than he has hitherto exercised.
In
the police courts of New York
Labor Must Consider.
state It Is getting to be a common
I believe, too, that the more ex- practice to sentence minor offenders
treme leaders of organized labor will to a term of saving, and In Syracuse
presently yield to a sober second last year $5,000 was Invested In this
thought and like the great mass of way In War Savings stamps, all later
their associates, think and act like
true Americans. They will see that returned to the men or used to help
strikes undertaken at this critical time their families. At Niagara Falls, when
are certain to make matters worse, David Broderlck was placed on probanot better worse for them and for
tion six months ago and ordered to
everybody else.
The worst thing, the most fatal give the probation officer $12 a week
thlng--tha- t
can be done now Is to stop for War Saving
stamps, he comor Interrupt production, or to Interfere
plained bitterly. At the end of six
goods
by
the
of
with the distribution
railways and the shipping of the months he received $230.50 worth of
country.
stamps, and he voluntarily placed himWe are all Involved In the disself on Indefinite probation, promising
tressing results of the high cost of
to bring $10 a week to continue his
divide,
must
unite, not
living and we
savings Investment
to correct It
There are many things that ought
to be corrected in the relations beOutguessed Kim.
tween capital and labor, In respect
Pauline Lord went t call on Wilof wages and conditions of labor and
other things even more
liam Harris, Jr., anenl an engagement
and I, for one, am ready to go into Just before he set sail for Europe.
conference about these matter with
"What's your salary?" demanded
any group of my fellow countrymen
who know what they are talking about Harris, after- the other details had
Miss Lord told him.
and are willing to remedy existing been discussed.
conditions by frank counsel ,rather
"Ouch I" decried the teenager, wincthan by violent contest
ing at the sum.
"Why, don't yoa think I'm worth
General Interest First.
No remedy Is possible while men are It?" Miss Lord askeel
"Yes," admitted Harris, "but I didn't
In a temper, and there can be no settlement which does not have as Its think you fUd."
motive and standard the general inwell-know- n

Multitudinous Brain Fag.
"You don't mean to tell me you ever
loubt the wisdom of the majority?"
"Well," responded Senator Sorghum
vlth deliberation, "what Is a majority?
In many Instances It Is only a large
number of people who have got tired
out trying to think for themselves and
have decided to accept somebody else's
opinion."
Quite So.
Somehody said there was a
painter aboard the boat.
He Of course there is.
She Do let me see him work.
Is he one of those camouflage artists?
She

The Way.
"This writer In describing a vflre
says the flames ran along at a rapid
rate. What sort of a path do yoa
suppose they ran in?"
"I guess It was a cinder path."
Nothing to Fear.
Visitor Oh, I stepped on that man's
foot !
Studio Manager Never mind. That
wasn't the star; It was only the president of the company. Film Fun.

Cruel Surmise.
"Why has Jinks that string tied
round his inger?"
"From al, I hear, I guess it is his

wife's aprou string."

PROFITEERING.

Ten

thousand
for an aeroplane
Or more than

that

is

spent

Which is a lot
considering
They
make
them for

ascent

'

Hard Luck.
Life's hardest fate Is this un:
When arguments expand
The more you try to listen
The less you understand.
Gallant Valuation.
She Whoever wants me, must take
me at my face value.
He I'm sure that will be a fair

estimate.
Well Mated.
"Are they well mated?"
"I should say so. He seeroi to be
able to make money almost m fast
as she can spend It."

Taking Chances.
going to lose out"

Tin afraid we're
"Why so?"

"We're trying an automobile
with a Jury of pedestrians."

case

Startling Behavior.
"The florist I went to get plants
boxed my ears."
"Boxed your ears!"
"Yes; my. elephant's ears."
When Interest Is Awakened.
Problem If you see a man with a
smile on his face, cut a paragraph
from a newspaper and place It carefully in his billfold, what is your de-

duction?
Answer You are right. The clipping mentions him. Judge.
A Timely Warning.
Mrs. Pester Don't bother me. Til
be dressed as soon as I can."
Her Husband I was Just going to
say If you don't speed up a little those
clothes will be out of style by the
time you get 'em on.

g,

-

terest

8oie Kicks.
Must All Work Together.
"And yott say the mule kicked you,
Threats and undue Insistence upon Sam?",
the interest of a single class, make set"'Deed he ?.!, boss."
I believe, as I
tlement impossible.
"How far did he ktrt Tira?"
say
to
to
occasion
have hitherto had
"Watcher mean, boss?"
congress,
Industry
and
life
the
that
the
"How far were you from him after
of our people and . of the world will
suffer Irreparable damage If employers he kicked you?"
perpetand workmen are to go on In a
"Does you mean how fur was I
They
ual contest, as antagonists.
must, on one plan or another, be effec- from him after he kicked me de first
tively associated. Have we not stead- or de las', time, boss?" Yonkers
and business Statesman.
iness and
sense enough to work out that result?
now
and In the
In the meantime
days of readjustment and recuperation
Land for National Forests.
that are ahead of us let us resort
To date the national forest reservamore and more to frank and Intimate
approved for purcounsel and make ourselves a great tion commission has
chase 1,751,115 acres for national forand triumphal nation, making our
selves a united force in the life of the est purposes In the mountain areas of
world. It will not then have looked to the eastern national forests.
us for leadership In vain.

Prompt Work.
"Tom is certainly a man of action."
"What has he done?"
"Why, the very day after the heiress accepted him he gave up his Job
at the bank and Joined the Don't
Worry club."

Kept Several Feet Away.
Polly Charlie says he thinks the
floor is too rough.
Dolly He surely does. I noticed he
didn't venture upon it when he danced
with me!
Taking a Suggestion.
"Our cook says she is afraid of
ghosts."
"Thanks 1" exclaimed Mr. Crosslots.
"Ours isn't afraid of anything human
being can say or do. I'll tip my wife
off to try ghosts."
Good Waiter.
Maid: "I am sorry to disturb youi
sleep ma'am but here is your break-fatit-

."

Debutante : "You don't disturb me. I
have been lying here waiting for It for
three hours."

vr
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may
The Kewibucan party
investigate and investigate still
they cannot obliterate and they
cannot take away these brillant
the puny
things achieved,

partitlsan, the carping critic
the noisy clamorous headhner
will not find a place in history
or in the hearts of the American
p3ople Washington had his critics
his agitators, and tones.
Lincoln had his copper heads, un
faithfuls aud criticims both within
and without his party.
For example the Harrisbnrg
Patriot and Union on November
24, 18G3; commented on Lincoln's
Gettysberg Address and had the
following to say.
"The President suscceeded on
this occasion because he acted
without
withont sense and
in
panorama
a
that was
restraint
gotten up more for the benefit of
his party than for the glory of
the nation and the honor of the
the dead we pass over the silly
remarks of the President for the
nation we are willing that the
veil of oblivion shall be dropped
over them and that they shall no
more be repeated or thought of"
As far as I know or have been
able to observe nothing has been
about
spoken
or written
President Wilson more vicious
more unwarranted than the
article written of Lincoln if a
newspaper published in the
north in 1803 could publish surh
an article regarding Lincoln's
Gettysburg Address why shouid
any Democrat grow faint at heart
under the partisan criticism
against
President
leveled
Wilson and
the Democratic

party,

of that sixteen year period they
witheld from the twenty million
toilers of the country an e!ght
law
hour day, an
a railway safety appliance law,
a workmen's compensation law,
vocational education law, and
numerous other laws for which
the tweny million toilers prayed
petitioned and asked.
Who is there to day who can with
propriety speak for the Republiis it Senator Boies
can party?
Penrose who is the Chairman of
the FinanceCommittee andhas to
do with the laying of all taxes
upon the taxpayers of the land
Taft who is
or is it
journeying' up and down the
country from one side tothe other
trying to help were he can. trying
to aid where he can trying
encourage the American people
partisanship and
to forget
appealing for the betterment of
the country as a whole.
anti-injuctio-

n

but the mere suspicion that the
new world order is to recognize
the folly and danger of hostile
tariffs enacted to enrich junker
of the world from autocracy and
slaughter for a little while is all
right but the mere insinuation
in a treaty of peace that it
should be saved also from
Chinese walls closed ports and
other devices of
makes
the blood of every
standpatter and of some
progressive run cold.
se

The egotism of the editors of
some of our diminutive dailies
leads them to sit up and assune
the airs of sages in denouncing
and
the "Blunders, Graft
inefficiency" of the Administration.
It would be idle to cite such
s
minds to the fact that the
thing ever undertaken in the
history of mankind has been
undertaken and put across by
big-ge-

The Roy Trust & Savings

Profits $39.000.

north of Roy.
He has a lot of the finest of
stock and the best of machinery
to sell. Watch the
and his
big bills later for the list.

Total Résources over

S--

$200,000.00

;

Church Directory

Absolute safety for your money

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
. at the Christian Church.
Your presence is necessary,
G. R. Abernathy,
Supt.

We want your Business
Roy Trust and Savings Bank,
NewMex.
ROY,

--

d

Y. P. S. C. E.

Tin shop,

Stove Store

Closing Out
at a Bargain

CHRISTIAN

P. & 0. Farm
Implements,

Farm Wagons &
beds, stock tanks

ROY
Services 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month "at
11.00 a. m. and 8.ÓU p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.
PLEASANT

'Farm Machinery
Stock Tanks
Wind Mills
Oil Stoves
Well Casing
Harvester and Auto Oils
Wagons
Pumps and Cylinders
Gas Fipe
Cream Separators
Good

2d-han- d

Roy,New Mexcio

Plumlee Hospital

MILLS
3rd Sunday

P hysician in Charge.

11 00

a. m. 8PM.

Pearn, Pastor.

Methodist Episcopal Church
ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT

Regular Services as follows:

at Newton School

a m and 7:30 p m.
3rd Sunday at Roy Christian
11

11

a m and 7:30 p m

2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
11 a m and 7:30 p m

J.

Pastor

M. WILSON,

BAPTIST

First Sunday in each month.
Services 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
SUNDAY SCHOOL
at 10 A.M. each Sunday,
P. L. Gunn, Superintedent.

CATHOLIC
Mass twice each month 2d "and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.
Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

Ford cars have become such a world utility
that it would almost S2371 a3 if eary family
ought to have its Ford car. Runabout, Tour

Felix Vachon,
Priest in charge,

Rev. Fr.

ing Car, Coupe, Sedan, (the two latter have en
closed bodies'), and the Truck Chassis.xhave re
ally become a part and parcel of human life.
You want one because its service will be profit
able.

at

O. W.

ROY,

New Mexico.
Eyes Tested and Glasses
Correctly Fitted,
CARUS PLUMLEE,

3,

p.m.

Church

JLl l i

VIEW

First Sunday each Month at

1st Sunday

Header

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

SI

Phesident,

Meets at the Christian Church,
Roy, N. M., every Sunday evening at 745 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

Baum Bros

Your Last Chance
To get your threshing done quickly.

HOLMES,

HOMER

Jeannette lusk, Sec'y.

New Cafe

.

The Republican party in the
House and Senate have been in
power less than six months.
Progressive
and
Senators
Congressmen have been brushed
aside and every place taken by
stanch staundpatters like Messrs
Penrose Smoot Fordney Cannon
and Gillet the same influences
are now in the full control of
the Republican party who were
in control during the sixteen
years next preceding Presiden
Wilson adminstration During all

Col. F. 0. White has selected
Thursday Aug. 28th, as the date
for his sale at his farm 15 miles

Capital, Surplus and Undivided

the Wilson administration that
it has been financed fully, that
the wages and health of the
army as well as its size and equip
"Casey" has moved to Roy
ment, surpass all efforts of the and will sell off his stock and
civilized world in that line and farm outfit Aug. 28th, bills will
.
that a President bent on securing appear later.
to civilization all the benefits that
Casing was put in the town
can come of such a war will also
put mat across despite the rav well Monday to a 120 feet to
and
ings of venemous partisans and guard against the pack-sanThe casing
the intrigues of profiteers and snoilinorthe hole.
and will
shale
hard
on
criminals.
rests
other
is
years
the
best
the cast four
rpnmpd
lowered
if
and
ho
meager
a
only
to
up
proof that we are not fully
It requires
necessary.
very
supply
to
inferior
brains
of
date now.
eauio a critic. The man who
While the standpat republicans can see only the mistakes and
Mr. and Mrs. P. L. Gunn are
have been silent on the subject faults in an administration, is
reioicinp- - over the arrival ot a
there can be no doubt that their moral and political pervert and
fine girl who joined their inter
principal objection to the League can have little influerce over the
esting family Tuesday evening
of Nations was touched upon by minds of a sane and intelligent Like all the rest of their
President Wilson when he said people.
childern, she is endowed with
that one of the purposes of the
beauty and health and the
ccvenant was to clear many of
parents are pardonably proud of
the normal channels of commerce
them all.
of unfair obstructions of law or Mrs Frank Seidel Proprietor
of privilige.
Clean Rooms for rent
There is no vision for the
Write to the mind and heart find lot
disciples of Dingley Payne and
onr glean after what It can.
the
We solict your patronage
Bailey.
.
Aldrich in that prospect Instead
Quick Breathing an Anaesthetic.
it is a frightful spectre of trade Farm for Sale
240 acres, a mile and a quarter
United Stales scientists who hav
liberalized and encouraged on
Roy, 14 acres beans planted been conducting experiments In the
from
terms of new markets opened
art of breathing claim to have demand of lasting friendship formed Pasture leased all goes for $11.50 onstrated that rapid breathing of pure
De air acts as an anaesthetic and renders
on the basis of common interest per acre. Enquire of Faustin
Laney
Jno.
Schneider farm a person immune to pain as long as
at
when the gentlemen are daily
It Is maintained. Of eourse, after the
Roy. N, M,
proclaming their awful fears
rapid Inhalations cease the pain will
56 acres be felt. By a little training, it Is said,
aslo
Has
cabin,
nice
a
that the treaty of peace sets at
a person may Induce sound sleep by
naught every cherished American broke, n
deep and rapid breathing for n few
policy they mean that in its spirit
Mrs. J. P. Reynolds Music minutes.
it condems commercial as well Class. $5.00 per month, two
as military warfare.
lessons per week.
Of course
nothing in the Lessons by Appointment at
covenant deprives a nation of the my residence near Judge
right to make its customs laws, Foster's home.

Dont get worried because you
cant see what the future has in
store for the world nor understand fully the part the. U. S. is
playing in world affairs. Things
have gone well thus far under
the guidance of the administration and none of us have been
able to keep up with .the great
minds that directed it.
The fact we didnot anticipate
or even keep step with history in

The word "magnet" is derived from
the name of the city of Magnesia, In
Asia Minor, where the" properties of
the lode.stone are said to have been
It has, howe.ver, been asdiscovered.
serted that the name comes from
Magnos, the name of a shepherd who
discovered magnetic power by being
held on Mount Ida, in Greece, by its
attraction for the nails In his shoes.

LODGE DIRECTORY
A. F. & A, M.
ACACIA

LODGE

no.

53

Meets 2d and 4th Saturdays of month

We solicit your

order at ones because
while production is limited it will be first come,
'
first supplied.

F. S. Brown, W.

M.

Irvin Ogden, Secy.

-

All Masons welcome.

I. O. O 'F.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

I

,

Evening
Visiting Brothers always

Case

20-2- 8

Inexpensive, Durable, Economical.
Quick Delivery,

Ask Us

oy

ira rage

and LIVERY
ROY,

NewMex.

C.B. STUBBLEFIELD & Co.

C. B. Stubblefield Company

wel-

come.

Springer, Roy, Maxwell.

(INCORPORATED)

"10 J I K tor

J. W. Beck, Manager,

E. J, Floersheim, N. G.
Wm, G. Johnson, Sec'y.

Rebekah Degree
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Mrs. Myra O. Derees. N..G
Mrs. Grace V. Ogden, Secy.
,

Visi r- - Sitters Trclcoina

THE
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

FOR SALE 480 Acre Farm,
Three miles from Roy, all
fenced, good house and
pood Spring, 100 acres
under cultivation. A Bargain.
Inquire at the
office

In the District Court,
County oí Mora

)

i

N0.2C18

Clarence II. Leffler Plaintiff
v.
Delia Leffler
'

S--

Defendant.

...

The Baid defendant Delia Leffler is
hereby notified tint a suit for divorce
has been commenced against said defendant in the District Court for the
County of Mora,
Clarence II, Leffler npon the ground
of desertion, that unless you enter or
cause to be entered your appearance in
said suit on or before, the 10th day of
Sept, A. D. 1919 decree PRO
therein will be rendered
against you.
Fabian Chavez
CON-FESS-

J.

B. Lusk,

Roy, New Mexico.
Attorney for Plaintiff.

c

Sept

Mexico,

Roy. New

8 1919

Claimant names as witnesses:
John O. Green
John B. Davis
Jim I. Malon
Charlie II. Pryor
all of Rosebud N M
PAZ VALVERDE,
'P Vc
Register.

Farm

640-acr- e

For sale Gne of the best sections
on the mesa, well improved and
200 acres under cultivation, Good
well and wind mill, six miles
east of Roy, see or address
Mrs. J. G. Smith, Roy, N. M.

.

.For Sale
young mares 2 and
young gelding
team of mules

3
1
1

3 2

2

1--

yr old steers
old steers
Geo Lucas

RA

S. Land

of

f

New-Mexi- co,

18 1919

given
and
of
Bueno,
of
David N M who on Jul 6 1916 made H
i,
NJ
E No 022404 for &J NWJ,
i
Sec 12 T I7N R 29E N M
SEJ,
P. M., has filed notice of intention to
make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before W. R Willcox U S Commissioner
at Roy on Sept 10 1919
is
Bueno

NJ-SW-

Township 10 N., Range 24 East N.M P
M., has filed notice of intention to
nake Final Three Year Proof, to estab
lish claim to the land above described,
before Unite.! States Commissioner at
Trementina. N. M, on, Sept. 19, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Roman Quintana
Btntura Quintana,
L M Howe
Petrolino Quintana
All of TrementinJ, New Mexico

Higinio Sandoval
Apolonio Arguello
Tiofilo Garcia of David N M
Demetrio Cordova of Gallegos N M

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office, üt Clayton, New Mexico
' .
Jul 18 1919
Notice is hereby given that
Isidoro U. Gonzales widow of Jose
Gonzales of Rueyeroa N M who on
Aug 9 1916 made H E No 022629 for

Wanted
Gentle saddle Pcny for child.

Inquire at

S--

Register.

Department
Ollice

at

1

Mi
Would you risk yur We
Beautiful GirP

to save this

That i what Thomas Borne, wealthy
New Yorker, did after a casual acquaintance. Hi interest in her lead
him through as remarkable a aeries of
adventures as any man ever experi.
enced. If you enjoy stories of adven,
ture, mystery and intrigue, be aure to
read our new serial

Jul

Jr

.

"

M

PAZ VALVERDE

Register
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M
1919

Notice is hereby given that
Jose A. Masearenas of Solano N. M
who on Mar. 1 1915 made H E No 019499
Sec 18, WJ NEJ, N WIforWJ-SEJ- ,
Lot 4 See. 19 Twp. 18N
SE!,
R. 27E N M P
M., has filed notice of intention to
make ,three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before W H Willcox U, S. Commissioner
at Roy, N Moo Sept 10 1919
Claimant names as witnesses:
Antonio Jrse Mascarena V David de
s
Demetrio
Jesus Mascarenas
"

8 30
Solano N M
Lee West Roy, N. M.
PA, VALVERDE.
'

Register

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Oifice at Clayton, New Mexico,
Jul 19, 1919
Notice is hereby given that
William Isaac Smith, Jr. of Bueyeros,
rí. M. who on Sept 1st, 1919 made II.
Sec. 12
E, No. 025368 for NWi-NW- l,
SWi NW1 Sec. 1 T. 20 R.

All of Roy New Mexico

9 6

Register.

PAZ VALVERDE,

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

18:

NJ-NE-

FAMGY
IVatch jot the issue with
the First Installment!

Claimant names as witnesses:
Pedro Tixier
Beller '
Rafiel Tixier
Alhort RrObr
a'l of Bueyeros, N. M.
Register.

H--

SJ-N-

SEJ-NW-

11

3

M--

v'

H--

f.

Conir.-.iskior.c-

f-

Manson E Thomas, of Roy, N M, who
no. 022179
on May 11, 1916 made H-WJ-SSec. 35,
Sec. 34;
for
Twp. 19N Rng, 26E
.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to wake final three year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before :F. II. Foster, it. ?
Commissioner, at his ollice nt It.iy, Nov
Mexico, Sept. 5, 1919, .
Claimant Damps as witnesses:
Molslo Andrada
P J Lamiibach
A Waldo Moiris
A J Smith
all of Roy, N M.,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

r.laimant nr.ir.r.i

:;3

witnesses:
cf

(hn Groin .Win Favis

Galhgcs

less Malone, - Ri set ud
David, N M.8-2CLailey V st,
Register,
VALVERDE,
PAZ
3

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of tli3 Interior, U. S. Land

at

New Mexico
1K9
Notice is lititly given that ? -.
Candelaria Es(uibtl of Hoy N M who
on Nov. 22 1915 made II E No. (21252
Office

Clayton,

J;dy!5

for

SWJ-N'-

j,

i

MJ-SW- ?

NJ SFJ Sec.?, TWp. 20 N

Rng. 25E N. M.
has filed notice of intention to
make Final Three Year Proof to esNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land tablish claim to the land above deOffice at Clayton, New Mexico
scribed, before F. II. Foster, U S. Com
missioner, at his office' at Roy, N. M.,
July 15, 1919.
P. M.,

Sept 6,
Notice is hereby given thai
names as witnesses: ,
James Gallagher, of Bueyero9, N. M.
A do! To Montoya
Esquuel
Celedón
who, cn April 16, 1918, and June 15,
M C Roy
Esquibel
Eulogio
1916'made H-under Act. of Feb. 19,
Mexico.
New
Roy,
all
of
1909 Serial nes. 022868 and 022329 for
PAZ VALVERDE, Kegister.
"

8

E,

J;

July

1(3,

Jul

1919.

Notice is herebv eiven that
Rafael Crespin.of Sabin.so.N.M. whe,
on April 22d, 1914, made H-no.
NWi-NWl- ;
for
Sec. 24,
1
Sec. 23,
Tw'p. 17N. R.24E
NMPM. has
- '
.
filed notice of intention to makethree
year proof, to establish claim'"tothe
land above described, before
f
F. H. .Foster, U. S Commissioner
Roy, New Mexico,
on Aug 28, 1SI9
Claimant names as witnesses:
020-97- 9

SJ-N-

NE1-NE-

.'

8-- 23

W 1919

Notice is hereby given that
John R, Hepburn of Solano N M who
on Jan. 23 915 made II E No. 01S287
Sec. 24 T 19N R 2GE and
for
i
Secl9T19N R 27E N M
P 'M has
filed notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at
office at Roy, N. M., on
!,

SWI-NW-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

1

Salnt-Saen-

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Land Office at (Jlayton, xs. ju.
Jul 15 1919
is herebv eiven that
George W. Hazen of Kephart N. M.
ü.. JNo.
whn nn March 8 1916. made H.
Sec 27 and NWI,
021833 for
NJ-NE- !,

M-SW- !,

r

Sec 26 T. 22N R.
m tiao fiuH nnticn oi intention

to make Final Three Year Proof de-to
land above
bott, U. S. Commissioner, alClayton, establish claim to the
fcVs F. H.
W. ft
before
scribed,
N M; on Sept. 8, 1919.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, ai ms oiClaimant name3 as witnesses:
fice at Roy N M on Sept 6, 1919
Randolph II Holt
Joseph S Ballard
Claimant names as witnesses.
B. n. fcmitti
Dave C Ballard
James R Kerlin
Arthur Carter
Charley Hargrove
Bueyeros, N M
Albert, N M. William Heath
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
all of Kephart N M
PAZ VALVERDE, Kegistar.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land

Department of the Interior,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
Sept 8 1919
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, New
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jul 15 1919
Ei H. Hughes Mexico, June 24, 1919.
O. A. Million
Notice is hereby given that "
J. U. Crisweil Notice is hereby given thatRosenda Federico Tixier of Bueyeros, .N. M.
T. E. Bowman
Vigil, of Bueyeros, N.M. who, on Mar. who on Sept 16 1918 made H. E. No.
all of Solano N M
3d, 1915, mado Homestead Entry no, 024027 for SWi Sec 11 and NWi See
FRANCISCO DELGADO,
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register 019506 lor WJ Sec, 15, Twp. 21N. Rng. 14 T. 21N R. 30e
Register.
31 E,
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of intenN. M. P. M., has filed notice of inten
to make Final Threa Yzar Proof,
tion
tion to make Final Three Year Proof t octaWich elaim to the land above
to establish claim to th land above
described before Register and Receiver
described before Register an I Receiv U. S. Land Office Clayton N M on the
erU J Land office Clayton N M
11th day of Sept 1919
N.M. on Sept. 10, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
The Roy Draft Store
George
Claimant names as witnesses:
Padilla de Rios
Clemente
M. D. GIBBS, Proprietor,
Abran Garcia
Deciderio Garcia
Jose Merced Gonzales
Ulibarri,
M
Juan B Vigil
Rufino Salizaar
Simon Gonzales, all of Bueyeros N

Frank Lujan
Julio Martinez
Juan Lujan
Jose Ignacio Lujan
All of Sabinoso, New Mexico
.

Fairview Pharmacy

Pure Drugs' and Chemicals

jSnrJÍ.

....

all of Bueyeros, N M.

PAZ VALVERDE,

Ice Cream Parlor

Soda Fountain,
All Popular Driijks and Ices

TAZ

FOlt PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
ev
aivu,
Office at Jiayton,
Office, Clayton, N. M., July. 15, 1919.
Jul 15 1919
Notice is hereby given that Jose Maria
Notice is hereby given that
Montoya. heir for the heirs of Arturo Alhert J. Beller of Bueyeros N M who
Montoya, deceased, of Roy, N.M. who on Aug 18 1914 made H. E. No. 018125
Sec 14 T 19N
and
on June 21, 19 5, made H-no. 020.328 for Ni-SSec. 25, SJ SEJ; SWI U. 30E NMPM has
for the
Sec 26 Twp. 19N. Rng. 25E, NMPM. filed notice of intention to make Final
has filed notice of intention to maka Three Year, Proof, to establish claim
three year proof to establish claim to to the land above described, before
at
S. Commissioner
the land abovii described, before W.H. F H. Foster U. New Mexico, on the
office in Roy,
his
ofWillcox, U.S. Commissioner, at, his
6th day of Sept 1919
fice in Roy, N. M., on Aug. 25th, 1919.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
Albert N M
Fred Heimnnn
Jose de Jesu Meainn Pedro Montoya B. Beller, Nuklaus Bayoz, A. C. Beller,
Vicente C de Baca
Antonio uucero
all of Bueyeros N. M,
All of Roy; N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.
Register
PAZ VALVERDE,
Ei-N-

AND

EASTMAN

FILMS

AND

SUPPLIES

PHONOGRAPHS, TALKING MACHINES AND
OKEH RECORDS

News Stand.

DAILY PAPERS

MAGAZINES

A

,

COMPLETE

LINE

OF

Articles.

Si-S-

8--

Cigars and Tobacco

VALVERDE,

Register.

MUÍ."

NOTICE

8--

PAZ VALVERDE,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
July 15, 1919
Notice is hereby given that

Omu.-jpsitiiie-

SE1-NE-

1919.
A. C.

rUBLICATIO--

Wj-SW- !

KODAKS

notice of intentioT to
make Final Commutation Prof to establish claim to the Ian I above de.
scribed, before Charles P Talbot, U. S.
("VimmisKioner. at his ottice at
Clayton N. M. on the 19th day of Aug

roit

NOTICE

-

"Safety First."
Sec. 33. Twp. 22N. Rng. 30E.
Two recent cases of fainting In the
3&4 Sec. 4,
Lots
T 21N. Rng. 30E.
bath- recall the advice that the late
NE1-SESec. 5; Si NWI
MonSaint-Saen- s
Sir
M.
William
Kingston,
of
P.,
a Prodigy.
Sec. 4 Twp. 2JN. Rng. 33E, NMPM.
s
commenced to play the treal was wont to give his patients.
piano almost as soon as he learned "Fill the bath," he Used to say, "pul and on Feb.24th,1911, Additional entry
to walk. He could tell as a child the out the plug and then get In. If you under Act of Dec. 29, 1916, Serial no.
notes struck by all the clock chimes U faint In the hath .the water will run 025942, for Lot 2, SWi Sec. 4, Lot 1
out before you drown."
the house. '
Sec. 5; NWi-NW- i
Sec. 9, Twp. 21N,
Rng. 30E.
N. M. P. M., has filed noNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
tice of intention to make
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Proof to establish claim to the land
above described, before Charles PTal-- i
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico

Wi-SW-

30 E. N.
M., ha3 filed

Complete Index to All Lands
and Town Property in Mora
County.

Edward C Gale, of David, N M, who,
on April 17, 1916, made
Sec.
and
for Lot 5;
Twp. 17N Rng. 31 F,
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
f inter. Men to ir.ul-.- Final Three Year
claim to the land
.Vouf, to
F. II. Foster.
at
. ove di; cribe;'., Lcf-i- e
July 15,
at his
S.
.":':ce r.t i'.'.;- N. Ii. on ihe
Notice is hereby given that
Samuel Eland, of Roy, I M, wbo, o."
f Sea. 19.9.
August 2, 1916, mud.'" II-ro (2121"
Claimant names as witnesses:
1. is 1 2 3
for Lois 1&2, Sec.
J H Arfd
G V." Ai g..l
Sec. 1, T. 20N, Rng 27E, NMPM Tiaf
Fixnk Wt;r
Jeff Mc Ki e
filed notice of intention to m:i!;e Final
11
f David, N M.
Three year proof to estábil.'
claim
PAZ VALVEP.DE,
to the land above defcribed, before
PAZ VALVKRD2, Resistor.
F. II. Foster, U S Commissioner c!
Roy, N. M., Sept. 9, 1919.
NOTICE FOR fUDLICATICN
Claimant names as witnesses:
partment of the Interior, U. S. Land
C C Nugen'
Neis Wtt eilus
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
W R Mitchell
F M Wcedv.-iiiJiry 5 W'J
all of Roy, II M
SV.ice is here', y rivm that
N.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Ch.ul s II. Pryor,. of
No.
14 P'G i.iaLO
o on A:
17N I'.ng.
0.'2o:j for SJ Se?. 12,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
:L
K. M. T. M., lias filed notice of
in'.er.t'on to ni;:':e Final Three Year
Department of the Interior, V. S. T.niiil Pr'oof, to estai.!:rh claim 10 the land
ove described, lei'ort f.H Fetter
Office at Clayton, New Mexico.
at his cir.ce ?t
U. S.
Ju'y Jr, 1!'19
'
Roy, N. M., on A gnst 27, 919
Notice Is hereby given that

Ei-S-

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mcx.,
Notice s
July. 30, 1919
hereby given that Sautiago Maestas
Roy, N, Mex, who on July 18th,
of
1916, made HE. No. 022345, for Lots
Twp, 19N, Rng 26E.
EJ SE1 Sec. 1.3
Section 24,
and
Township I9N. - Range 25E N.M.P,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year final proof to establish claim to the land above described
before F. H. Foster, U.S. com, ,Roy
N M on the 18th day of S;pt. 19lg.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Roman Maestas
Pedro Gonzales
Pedro Montoy
JesJS Medina
All of Roy, New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register

12 1919

:rrr

Claimant names as witnesses;
of Solano,
Isidro Weit, Phil Miller
Leopoldo Andrada,
Lee West

3&4:

GREEN

Mora, New Mexico

3

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
July 30th, 19:9
Notice is hereby given that
Hiram D. Upton, of Solano, NM. who,
July 6, 1j15, made H-019093 for the
;
SEi-NSE1-SSec. 13;
Sec,2i; Twp. 18N. Rng. 20E,
Twp. 18N, R.27E
and Lots 2A3 Sec.
NMPM. has filed
notice of intention to make Final Three
Year, Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before
Jack P. Mills. U S. Commissioner, at
Solano, N.M. on Sept.lSth, I9I9.

of the Interior, U. S. Land
Clayton, New Mexico.'

Notice is hereby given that
George F, Keirsey of Gallegos N
who on Oct 18, 1915 made H. E. No.
021044 for SJ Sec 33 T 17N R 31 E
N? Mr P. Meridian, has filed
office at Roy, New Mexico, on the
18th day of Aug. I9I9.
notice of Intention to make final three
year proof, to establish claim to the
laud above described, before F. II.
Foster, U. Í?. Commissioner,
at his
Claimant Jinines as witnesses:
C .L. Keirsey
John Mahrs
Robert Rogers
Arthur Hamby
all of Gallegos N. M.
PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

aFe

Register.

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

0

..."

021935-Sant-

PAZ VALVERDE,
FRANCISCO DELGADO,

office.

NÉ1-SE- J
Seo 29,
Sec 30 T 21N R 30 E NMP M has filed
notice of intention to make Final
Three Year Proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before
W II Wil.'ox U. S. Commissioner
at his office nt Roy, New Mexico, on
Sept 9, 1910
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Claimant names as witnesses:
M
N
Fov
Remijio Lopez
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Ahgilis Herrera De Haven N M
Oifice at Clayton, New Mexico.
of
Telesforo Ulibarri Camilo Gonales
Jul 12, 19 9
Bueyeros N M
hereby
given that
Notice
is
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
George H.
Jan, of Mills, N. M.
who on, May 8. 1915. add'l Sept 17,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
1918 made H. E's. No, 020000 and
Department of the interior, U. S. Land 024375 for NJ Sec. 12 and SWJ Seel
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
T. 22 N R. 25 E
Jul 18 1919
K. M. T. Merid
Notice is hereby given that
ian, has filed notice of intention to
Antonio Torres of Roy N M who on make three year proof, to establish
Aug 10 1911 made H E No. 01851:1 for claim to the 'and above described, beNJ Sec. 33, T Í9N R25E NMPM has filed fore F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner,
notice of intention to make Final Three at Roy, N. M., on the 18th day of Aug
Year Proof to establish claim to the 1919.
land above deClaimant names as witnesses:
scribed, before W. II. Willcox 'J. S. Frank C. Metcalf
W. E. Carter
"
Commissioner at Roy N M on Sept 9 T. B. Seitz
Harry Brockman
1919
all of Mills, N. M,
Claimant names as witnesses:
TAZ VALVERDR,
S.ylvestre Torres Juan Isidro Romero
Register.
.Eligió Homero Abelino Esquibel, all
NWl-NW- í,

18

FRANCISCO DELGADO:

9-- 6

Claimant names as witnesses:

Jul

1

yr3 old

3

price for North
the Interior, U.
Department
New
Eastern
at Clayton,
Jul
Mexico Oil stock
that ,r3h.
Notice hereby
heir for the
father
Isidoro
C. L. Justice
deceased
Getrudis
heirs

of Roy N

1919-Notic-

Has been with my herd several
weeks, will be fresh soon, Owner
please call and get her and pay
charges. T. O. Scott, Roy, N M

Will pay market

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

'

30

ESTRAY
Brindle Jersey cow with right
horn crumpled, branded R, right
shoulder, H side C, right hip,

0

Office

July.

is hereby given that
of Sabinoso N.M.
Erskin B. Cropp,
who, on June. 10, 1915, made Addi-

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
July 15, 1919
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Notice is hereby given that
Office at Santa Fe New Mexico.
George E Weisdorfer, of Roy, N M,
Notice is hereby given that Thomas who, on Feb. 9, 1910, made
H-no.
on 021037 for Ni-SA. Turner,
of Mills, N.M. who,
Twp. 19N,
Sec. 6
August 17, 1915 & March 30, IglO made Rnsr. 27E
NMPM.
Homestead entries Clayton Serial no has filed notice of intention to make
Serial no. 0244G8, em- Final Three Year Proof, to establish
.. .
bracing the NWi NW1 Sec. 18, Twp 21 claim to the land above
U. S.
described,
Foster,
F.
II.
before
13,
N, Rng. 25E.
and the NJ HE! Sec.
Commissioner," at his office in Roy,
Rng. 24E.
Twp. 21N.
New Mexico, on the 9th day of Sept
N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of
1919.
intention to make Final three-yea- r
Claimant names as witnesses:
Proof, to establish claim to the land
M L Rhyne
Leo Wagner
above described, before W. H. Willcox,
all of Roy N M.
O A Butler
U. S. Commissioner, at his office in
So'ano, N,M
E A Reed,
Commissioner at Roy, N. M., on the
PAZ VALVERDE,
9th day of Sept. J9I9.
Register.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Grover C Till Edward F Cheney
NOTICE F07T FTTBTT(1AT!nN
Arthur D Ilurford Jose C Maestas.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
all
cf
Mills,
N.M.
!3
Office
Clayton, New Mexico,

r,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
Jul 18 1919
Notice is hereby given that --Ify
Oliver Kershner of Kosebud N M who
on Mar. 6ih 1910 made H E No 021793
fer NJ Sec. 10 T 17N R 31 K N M
N. M. P. M., has filed notice of
intention to make Three Year Proof
to establish claim to the land above
described before F. II. Foster, U. S.

at

FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office S;nta Fe, New Mex

MORA
ABSRTACT
COMPANY

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE

NOTICE

NEI-SE-

To Trade
Sheep
to
trade for pigs,
Deputy,
Donkey to trade for anything,
old Dull for sale, on term3
if desired.
Inquire of
P.R. Harris, Ry, N. M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Commissioner,

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

P, fe O, Double-displow, good
serial No. 023880,
tional H. E.,
as new, Sell for $75.
and Lot 1, Section 17
for
G. G, Leach, Roy, N. M,
and Lotl Se?, 20

Clerk
By Luis Pacheco

-

SPANISH-AMERICA-

'

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

SUPERVISION OF f.lEAT INDUSTRY

FEDERAL

HiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiitimiiiMHifiiMsiiMmiiiiHi'iiiimiMMimiiiM

oREEM McCUTCHEON
By

Georce Bkrr

IS URGED BY DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

j r

A,"
4

vwf

'

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimi

Author of GRAUSTARK," "THE

HOLLOW
OF HER HAND," "THE PRINCE OF GRAU-STARK- ,"
"FROM THE HOUSETOPS," ETC

rj
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Oopjrrlght by Dodd, Metd

GIRL OF MYSTERYI
HOUSE OF MYSTERYI
An American story of love
and patriotism, of plot and
counterplot, that enthralls
the reader and keeps him
guessing.

CHAPTER

I.

The First Wayfarer and the Second
Wayfarer Meet and Part on the
Highway.
A solitary figure trudged along the
narrow road that wound 1U serpen-tlnou- s
way through the dismal, forbidding depths of the forest a man who,
though weary ajid footsore, lagged not
In his swift, resolute advance. Night
was coming on, and with It the no uncertain prospects of a storm.
He came to the "pike" and there
was a signpost. A huge, crudely painted hand pointed to the left, and on
what was Intended to be the sleeve of
t very stiff and unflinching arm these
cords were printed In scaly white:
Tlart's Tavern. Food for Man and
Beast.
Also Gasoline.
Established
1708. 1 Mile."
On the opposite side of the "pike,"
In the angle formed by a junction with
the narrow mountain road, stood an
humbler signpost, lettered so Indis
tinctly that It deserved the compassion of all observers because of Its
humility. Swerving In his hurried pas-tagthe tall stranger drew near this
e,

ihrlnklng friend to the uncertain trav-sleand was suddenly aware of another presence In the roadway.
A woman appeared, as If from nowhere, almost at his side. He drew
)ack to let her pass. She stopped
the little signpost, and together
they made out the faint directions.
To the right and up the mountain
road Frogg's Corner lay four miles and
I half away; PI teal rn was six miles
ack over the road which the man had
traveled. Two miles and a half down
the turnpike was Spanish Falls, a rail-ra- y
station, and four miles above the
crossroads where the man and women
itood peering through the darkness at
e
lie laconic signpost reposed the
of St Elizabeth. Hart's Tavern
iras on the road to St. Elizabeth, and
ithe man, with barely a glance at his
fellow traveler, started briskly off In
that direction.
He knew that these wild mountain
itorm8 moved swiftly; his chance of
reaching the tavern ahead of the deluge was exceedingly slim. His long,
powerful legs had carried him twenty
r thirty paces before be came to a
r,

be-.fo-

vll-'ag-

mdden

halt

What of this lone woman who trav- isrsed the highway? His first glimpse
ot her had been extremely casual
Indeed, he had paid no attention to
fcer at all, so eager was he to read
the directions and be on his way.
She was standing quite still In front
of the signpost, peering up the road
toward Frogg's Corner confronted by
a steep climb that led Into black and
sinister tlmberlands above the narrow
trip of pasture bordering the pike.
The fierce wind pinned her skirts to
her slender body as she leaned against
the gale, gripping her hat tightly
with one hand and straining under the
weight of the bag in the other. The
ends of a veil whipped furiously about
her head, and, even In the gathering
darkness, he could see a strand or two
of hair keeping them company.
Retracing his steps, he called out to
her above the gale:
"Can I be of any assistance to you?"
She turned quickly. He saw that
(he veil was drawn tightly over her
face.
"No, thank you," she replied. Her
voice, despite a certain nervous note,
was soft and clear and gentle the
per-i- n
voice and speech of a well-bre- d
who was young and resolute.
"Pardon me, but have you much farther to gof The storm will soon be
ipon us, and surely you will not consider me presumptuous I don't like
the Idea of your being caught out
"What Is to be done about It?" she
Inquired, resignedly.
"I must go on.
1
can't wait here, you know, to be
washed back to the place I started
from."
He smiled. She had wit as well as
.

In"

determination.
"If I enn be of the least assistance
to you pray don't hesitate to command
me. I am a sort of tramp, you might
soy. and I travel as well by night as
I do by day so don't feel thnt you are
putting roe to any Inconvenience. Are
yon by any chance bound for nnrt's
Tavern? If so, I will be glad to lag
behind and rarry your bag."
"You are verj oo(i, but I am not
oound for Ilarlr Tavern, wherever
that may be. lhank you. Just the
aine. You appear to be an, uncommonly genteel tramp, and it Isn't
I am afraid you might make off
with my belongings." She added the
last by way of apology.
He smiled and then frowned as he
"tst an uneasy took at the black

clouds now rolling ominously up over
the mountain ridge.
"By Jove, we're going to catch it
good and hard," he exclaimed. "Better
take my advice. These storms are terrible. I know, for I've encountered
half a dozen of them In the past week.
They fairly tear one to pieces. Tou
are a stranger In these parts?"
"Yes. The railway station Is a few
miles below here. I have walked all
the way. There was no one to meet
me. You are a stranger also, so It Is
useless to inquire If you know whether
this road leads to Green Fancy."
"Green Fancy? Sounds attractive.
I'jtn sorry I can't enlighten you." He
drew a small electric torch from his
pocket and directed its slender ray
upon the signpost.
"It Is on the road to Frogg's Corner," she explained nervously. "A mile
and a half, so I am told. It Isn't on
the signpost It Is a house, not a village. Thank you for your kindness.
And I am not at all frightened," she
added, raising her voice slightly.
"But you are," he cried. "You're
scared half out of your wits. You
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the car around "And be quick about
it," she added.
The first drops of rain pelted down
from the now thoroughly black dome
above them, striking In the road with
the sharpness of pebbles.
"Lucky It's a limousine," said the
tall traveler. "Better hop In., We'll
be getting It hard in a second or two."
"You must let me take you on to the
Tavern in the car," she said. "Turn
about Is fair play. I cannot allow you

Barnes. What's your idear fer. footln'
it this time o' the year?"
"I do something like this every
spring. A month or six weeks of It
puts me in fine shape for a vacation
later on," supplied Mr. Barnes whim

sically.
Mr. Jones allowed a grin to steal
over his seamed face. He reinserted
the corncob pipe and took a couple of
pulls at
"I never been to New York, but it
must be a heavenly place for a vaca"Never mind about me," he broke in tion, if a feller c'n Judge by what some
cheerily.
He had been wondering If of my present boarders have to say
she would make the offer, and he felt about It. It's a sort of play actor's
better now that she had done so. "I'm paradise, ain't It?"
"It Is paradise to every actor who
accustomed to roughing
I don't
mind a soaking. I've had hundred of happens to be on the road, Mr. Jones,"
said Barnes, slipping his big pack
'em."
"Just the same you shall not have from his shoulders and letting it slide
one tonight," she announced firmly. to the floor.
"Hear that feller In the taproom
I shall sit with the
"Get In behind.
talkln'? Well, he Is one of the leaddriver."
If anyone hnd told him that this ing actors In New York In the world,
rattling, dilapidated automobile ten for that matter. He's been talkln'
years old, at the. very least, he would about Broadway for nearly a week
have sworn was capable of covering now, steady."
"May I inquire what he is doing up
the mile in less than two minutes he
would have laughed In his face. Al- here in the wilds?"
"At present he ain't doing anything
most before he realized that they were
on the way up the straight, dark road except talk. Last week he was treddln'
the lights in the windows of Hart's the boards, as he puts It himself. BustTavern came Into view. Once more ed. Up the flue. Showed last Saturthe bounding, swaying car came to a day night In Hornvllle, eighteen mile
stop under brakes, and he was relax- north of here, and lmmeglately after
g
ing after the strain of the most
the performance him and his whole
ride he had ever experienced. troupe started to walk back to New
Not a word had been spoken dur- York, a good four hundred mile. They
ing the trip. The front windows were started out the back way of the opery
lowered. The driver an old, hatchet-face- d house and nobody missed 'em till next
man had uttered a single word mornln' except the sheriff, and he
Just before throwing In the clutch at didn't miss 'em till they'd got over
the crossroads In response to the the county line into our bailiwick.
young woman's crisp command to Four of 'em are still etoppln here
,drlve to Hart's Tavern. That word just because I ain't got the heart to
was uttered under his breath and it turn 'em out ner the spare money to
buy 'em tickets to New York. Here
Is not necessary to repeat it here.
The wayfarer lost no time in climb- comes one of 'em now. Mr. Dllllng-ford- ,
ing out of the car. As he leaped to the
will you show this gentleman to
ground and raised his green hat he took room eleven and carry his baggage up
a second look at the automobile a look fer him? "And maybe he'll want a
of mingled wonder and respect It pitcher of warm water to wash and
d
was an
shave in." He turned to the new guest
"We're a
car, capable, despite Its antiquity, of and smiled apologetically.
astonishing speed in any sort of go- little short o' help Just now, Mr.
ing.
Barnes, and Mr. Dllllngford has kind"For heaven's sake," he began, ly consented to "
"My word 1" gasped Mr. Dllllngford,
shouting to her above the roar of the
wind and rain, "don't let him drive staring at the register. "Someone
like that over those"
from little old New York? My word,
"You're getting wet," she cried out, sir, you
Won't you have ft er
a thrill In her voice. "Good night
little something to drink with me before' you-r-- "
and thank you 1"
"Look outl" rasped the unpleasant
"He wants something to eat" inter
He Drew a Small Electric Torch From
The
went
clutch.
the
in
Mr. Jones sharply. "Tell Mr,
and
driver,
rupted
His Pocket and Directed IU Slender
one Bacon to step up to his room and
hastily
to
Jumped
road
man
in
the
Ray Upon the Sign Pott

"That settles It," he said flatly. "You
shall not undertake it"
"Oh, but I must I am expected. It
Is import "
"If you are expected why didn't
someone meet you at the station?
Seems to

me"

"Hark! Do you hear doesn't that
sound like an automobile
ah!" The
hoarse honk of an automobile horn
rose above the howling wind, and an
Instant later two faint lights came
rushing toward them around a bend In
the mountain road. "Better late than
never," she cried, her voice vibrant
once more.

He grasped her arm and Jerked her
out of the path of the oncoming machine, whose driver was sending It
along at a mad rate, regardless of ruts
and stones and curves. The car careened as It swung Into the pike, skidded alarmingly, and then the brakes
were Jammed down. Attended by a
vast grinding of gears and wheels, the
rattling old car came to a stop fifty
feet or more beyond them.
"I'd sooner walk than take my
chances In nn antediluvian rattletrap
like that," said the tall wayfarer,
bending quite close to her ear. "It will
fall to pieces before you"
But she was running down the road
toward the car, calling out sharply to
the driver. He stooped over and took
up the traveling bag she had dropped
in her baste and excitement. It was
heavy, amazingly heavy.
"I shouldn't like to carry that a mile
and a half," he said to himself.
The voice of the belated driver came
to his ears on the swift wind. It was
and unmistakably apologetic, ne could not hear what she
was saying to him, but there wasn't
much doubt as to the nature of her
remarks. She was roundly upbraiding
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side as the car shot backward with a
Jerk, curved sharply, stopped for the
fraction of a second, and then bounded
forward again, headed for the crossroads.
"Thanks 1" shouted the late passenger after the receding tall light, and
dashed up the steps to the porch that
ran the full length of Hart's Tavern.
lantern hung
A huge
above the portal, creaking and straining In the wind, dragging at its stout
supports and threatening every Instant to break loose and go frolicking
away with the storm.
He lifted the latch and, being a tall
man, Involuntarily stooped as he
passed through the door, a needless
precaution, for gaunt gigantic mountaineers had entered there before him
and without bending their arrogant
heads.
CHAPTER

II.

The First Wayfarer Laya His Pack
Aside and Falls in With Friends
The little hall In which he found
himself was the "office" through which
all men must pass who come as guests
to Hart's Tavern. A steep, angular
staircase took up one end of the room.
Set In beneath Its upper turn was the
counter over which the business of the
house was transacted, and behind tills
a man was engaged In the peaceful
occupation of smoking a corncob pipe.
An open door to the right of the
stairway gave entrance to a room from
which came the sound of a deep, sonorous voice employed In what turned
out to be a conversational solo. To
the left another door led to what was
evidently the dining room. The glance
that the stranger sent in that direction
revealed two or three tables covered
with white cloths.
"Can you put me up for the night?"
he inquired, advancing to the counter.
"You look like a feller who'd want
a room with bath," drawled the man
behind the counter, surveying ihe applicant from head to foot "Which we
ain't got," he added.
"I'll be satisfied to have a room with
him.
a bed," said the other.
Urged to action by thoughts of his
"Sign here," was the laconic reown plight he hurried to her side and sponse.
snld :
"Can I have supper?"
"Excuso me, please. You dropped
"Food for man and beast," said the
something.
Shall I put It up in front other patiently. He slapped his palm
upon a cracked call bell and then
or In the tonneau?"
The whimsical note In his voice looked at the fresh name on the page.
brought a quick, responsive laugh from "Thomas K. Barnes, New York," he
her lips.
read aloud. He eyed the newcomer
"Thank you so much. I am fright once more. "My name is Jones Putfully careless with my valuables. nam Jones. I run this place. My faWould you mind putting it in behind? ther an grandfather run it before me.
Thanks V Her tone altered complete- Glad to meet you, Mr. Barnes. We
ly as she ordered the man to turn used to have a hostler here named
high-pitche- d
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hair-raisin-

can't fool me. I'd be scared myself
at the thought of venturing Into those
woods up yonder."
"Well, then, I am frightened," she
confessed plaintively. "Almost out of

torn-

r.H

take the order."
"All right, old chap nothing easier,"
said. Mr. Dllllngford genially. "Jus!
climb up the elevator, Mr. Barnes. Wi
do this to get up an appetite. When
did you leave New York?"
Taking up a lighted kerosene lamp
and the heavy pack, Mr. Clarence Dllllngford led the way up the stairs
He was a chubby individual of lndefl
nlte age. At a glance you would have
; a secsaid he was under twenty-on- e
ond look would have convinced yon
that he was nearer forty-onDepositing Barnes' pack on a chalí
In the little bedroom at the end ol
the hall upstairs he favored the guesl
with a perfectly unabashed grin.
"I'm not doing this to oblige old
man Jones, you know. I won't attempt
to deceive you. I'm working out i
dally board bill. Chuck three times s
day and a bed to sleep in that's what
I'm doing It for, so don't get it lntc
your head that I applied for the Job
Let me look at you. I want to get t
good square peep at a man who ha(
the means to go somewhere and yet li
boob enough to come to this gosh
awful place of his own free will and
accord. Darn It, you look Intelligent
I don't get you at all. What's the matter? Are you a fugitive from Justice?
e.

Barnes find the theatrical
people entertaining, but as
the storm rages does a good
deal of thinking about the
mysterious girl bound for
Green Fancy.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Mystery In Plant's Presence.
The Chilean provinces of Atacama,
Tarapaca and Tacna are In the rainless region, or desert country west ol
the Andes, and are entirely dvold ol
vegetation. The winds in all o thla
region are from the east and In passing over the elevated perpetual snows
of the Andes are stripped of theli
moisture and arrive on the coast per
fectly dry.
The last rain, a slight
shower which fell In Antofagasta, in
Atacama province, was the first rain
which had fallen in 16 years. The
last rain which fell In Iqulque, In
Tarnpoca province, was the first In 24
years. With both of these showers a
Th
notable phenomenon occurred.
hills back of these cities assumed a
green tint from a little plant which
sprang up almost In a night.
The
query is: "From where did this plant
come?"

Sheep In' the Chill Room of a Large. Packing Plant Which Have Been
spected and Passed as Cood Quality Mutton.
(Prepared by the United States Department of Agriculture.)
With meat prices to the consumer
so high that he Is denying himself,
and with the prices for live stock, especially beef and lambs, so low to the
producer that he Is actually losing money, the nation Is confronted with a
grave problem which requires solution
if we are not to suffer a decline in the
live stock Industry.
It is an anomalous situation. The
department has endeavored to inform
Itself on the subject, nnd after conference with senators and members of the
produchouse who represent
ing regions and who also feel deep concern for the welfare of consumers,
deems it Important to give to the public certain outstanding facts, which
may be summarized as follows:
There Is no longer need for meat conservation. The supply Is plentiful, and
patriotic citizens may freely disregard
placards which are
the
still displayed at many eating places.
Europe Needs Pork.
Europe needs our surplus pork, but
is filling Its beef requirements by importations from South America and
Australia. Prices of beef cattle have
fallen sharply since March 1 on account of the stoppage of exports for
army use, and a slack demand for
beef at home, due to the continuation
of beef conservation under the mistaken Idea that such conservation is
still necessary to feed the people of
Europe. Beef producers and lamb producers who sell their products at this
time are confronted with the danger
of heavy financial losses which tend
to restrict production and cause a serious shortage in future.
The United States will never have
a satisfactory and permanent solution
of the problem until the manufacture,
live-stoc- k

meat-savin-

g

sale and distribution of meat products are officially supervised by authorized agents of the government,
with state
working in
and municipal authorities, whose only
aim is to serve the public at large
and not any particular class. When
the federal government Is enabled by
law to maintain a Just supervision
Industry that
over the
will prevent unfair dealings, speculation and profiteering, by furnishing
the public from an unimpeachable
source all the facts with regard to the
industry, and when the states and
municipalities are enabled by law to
exercise similar supervision over Intrastate nnd local business, then only
can we expect to have fair and stable
markets in which producer and consumer alike will have a square deal.
Beef Industry Crisis.
i
Some of the particulars of the situation are as follows:
The beef industry in the United
rlsls.
States faces a most serious
For a decade before the outbreak of
war in Europe farmers and ranchmen had been urged to increase beef
cattle production because the Industry
was not keeping pace with the growth
of population.
The lowest ebb In production was reached In the fiscal year
ended June 30, 1914, when we practically ceased to have fresh dressed
beef for export, but began to import
it from the southern hemisphere. The
campaign for Increased production began to bear fruit with the outbreak of
the war and beef again gained volume
in our exports. Prices rose and farmers were encouraged to expand their
operations. With the entrance of the United States Into the
war a vigorous successful effort was
made to increase the supply of meat
for our army, especially beef, by cil.
vilian
Hotels and restaurants, at the request of the government, reduced the size of their
beef portions and regularly left beef
off their menus. Private families by
thousands did likewise. Farmers and
ranchmen exerted themselves to the
utmost at great risk in order that our
soldiers and sailors could have the
best food that skill and loving care
cculd produce. The result Is history.
From an export of beef and beef products of 151,000 pounds In 1914, we
exported 590,000,000 pounds of beef
and beef products in 191& almost
equaling the great surplus of 1901,
g

beef-makin- g

self-denia-

In-

when our population was 85,000,000
people less than now. The exports of
prewere treble the three-yea- r
war average.
Europe Does Not Need Beef.
The war is over. In a little while
the presence of American soldiers in
Europe will be a memory of noble
sacrifices
We must not forget that
the principal use for the beef we
shipped over seas In such quantity
was for the men in uniform. Europe,
short of food though it is, does not
need beef from the United States so
much as it needs our pork. The stocks
of cattle In the most of Europe have
not suffered seriously in numbers during the war. Indeed, outside the areas
actually overrun by the contending
armies, cattle stocks have fairly held
their own and In some cases even increased. Stocks of hogs and sheep
have suffered much more severely
than have cattle. It is also well known
that Europe turned to South America
and Australia for beef and lamb as
soon as shipping conditions permitted.
England and Italy are now buying in
The United States,
those markets.
however, is the only large pork surplus nation, and Europe, suffering for
fats with her stocks of swine greatly
reduced, can consume our pork surplus readily. The beef and lamb now
awaiting market on our farms and
ranges must, therefore, find its outlet
not overseas but at home.
Prices Compared.
It Is important to present the facts
concerning the prices for live stock
and the prices for meat wholesale and
retail. The following comparison ex- hiblts the decline in the prices of cattle on foot:
Prices of Medium and Good Beef
Steers at Chicago.
' (CENTS PER POUND)
,
1918

March 1, 191
July 1, 191

13.50-18.-

1.60- - S.M
Decline
Mean per cent decline, 14 per cent
Prices of Choice and Prime Beef
Steers on Foot at Chicago.

(CENTS

March 1. 1919
July 1, 191

PER

POUND)
5
14.35-15.-

4.15- - 4.7
Decline
Mean per cent decline, 23 per cent
The alleged reason for this sltua- tion Is the stoppage of export for

army use abroad and the failure of
civilian beef consumption to resume
its normal status. The hotel and high-clas- s
family trade are not consuming
the quantities of choice beef which
they used before the war, and the families of moderate Income are eating
only cheaper cuts, the price of which
must compensate In part for that of
the cuts for which" there Is a smaller
demand.
The fact Is evident that
many persons who desire to eat more
meat, especially beef and lamb, are
denying themselves.
No Need for Conservation.
People do not realize that the necessity for conservation of foods, especially meat, no longer exists, except
as a matter of reasonable economy
and prevention of sinful waste. We
have in prospect the greatest wheat
crop in our history; we had in 1918
by far the largest production of pork
we ever had, as well as a great increase in our beef, lamb and dairy
production. Yet one sees everywhere
in hotels, restaurants, and dining cars
the "Save Food" signs, which were
such a vital influence in the successful
prosecution of the food campaign and
incidentally, the winning of the war.
These "Save Food" signs should now
be disregarded. Consumers are unconsciously working harm to themselves
and to live stock producers by now
restricting their consumption of meat
This situation is a real menace to
the farmer and to the consuming public as well. Many cattle raised In response to the demand for meat production for the army are now maturing, and if marketed on a falling market will cause heavy loss to the producers, with the result that declining
production may be expected in the
future. Stockmen do not deserve to
be penalized for their patriotism, but
should be supported by the consuming public In an effort to restore consumption to the normal without delay.
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iTLIi Woman Recommends
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vege-

A ri in b ashion
Is the Deman

Two women were discussing the
subject of clothes. Said one:
Personal Experience.
"Do you dress to please yourself
or to please others?"
"Why, to please others, of course,"
McLean, Neb." I want to recom-- I
mend Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable was the reply.
The questioner smiled.
.lxmpound to all
liiiiiiüiii
minimi women who suffer
"Would you mind taking off that
from any functional shirtwaist?" she said. "I have always
disturbance,
as it despised
it"
haa done me mora
The silence which ensued was quite
pood than all the
doctor's medicine. thick enough to feel.
Perhaps, writes a prominent fashion
Since taking it I
have a fine healthy correspondent, this little story Illusbaby girl and have trates the futility of even attempting
gainedin health and to please. Most of us, I am sure, dress
strength. My husband and I both the best we can with the means at
hand those means In the bank and
your
iraiso all
suffering those the manufacturers create. Now
women." Mrs. John Koppelmann, R. and then one comes across those radiNo. 1, McLean, Nebraska.
ant persons who not only dress to
This famous root and herb remedy, please themselves
but succeed In
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com- pleasing every one else, as well.
pound, has been restoring women of
All Seek the Picturesque.
America to health for more than forty
I know of no other word with which
years and it will well pay any woman
who sutlers from displacements, in- to describe the fashions of the hour
To be picturesque
flammation, ulceration, irregularities, than picturesque.
backache, headaches, nervousness or seems to be the aim of oil who make
"the blues" to give this successful and those who wear feminine apparel.
remedy a trial
Certainly there is a qualntness and
fFor nnerlftl mrcpntlrmii In rptrurA tn a charm about present moment modes
ailment write Lydia E. Pinkham which warrants the term.
For InJour
Co., Lynn, Mass. The result stance, a certain little pale pink orof its long experience is at your service. gandie just the tint of a rose is banded together In a series of lnce puffs
Knew What He Was Doing.
by gathering a narrow band of
A little boy had a pony and a dog, made,
Insertion along the top and bottom
and his generosity was often tried by
edges
placing the puffs between
visitors asking him Just to see what spaces and
In the organdie.
he would sny to give them one or
Across the front there Is drawn a
both of his pets.
apron of the organdie likewise
little
heday
a
man
might
he
told
Ote
banded
with these same quaint puffs
have his pony, reserving the dog,
and at one corner having a small
rnufh to the surprise of his mother,
pocket fashioned of the lace and
who asked:
tipped at the top with a deep red rose
"Why, Jacky, why didn't you give
and a blue ribbon. The bodice has a
hliu the dog?"
"Say nothing, say nothing," mother. fichu, quaint little sleeves of lace and
organdie puffed like the skirt, and the
When lio goes to get the pony I'll set
appear
on him." Minneapolis Trite blue ribbon and red rose
the
again at the side of the
. ;!
u?c
flehu where It crosses. The charming
frock Is not In the least fantastic or
bizarre but picturesque to the last de"BAYER CROSS" ON
gree and Is the sort of thing a young
woman would affect for her gayest

table Compound Her
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GENUINE ASPIRIN

moments.
It begins to look as If the waist Is

to disappear altogether

that is the

waistline, I mean, for the newest
creations show not only no line where
one's waist is but many gowns and
d
blouses have capes of lnce or
chiffon set over the shoulders, and entirely covering the upper
part of the figure.
This effect is
achieved In a gown of black Spanish
lace, the skirt of which has several
lace flounces placed one above the
other on a foundation of black sntln.
A deep girdle of burnt orange and silver brocade form what there is of the
bodice and a tight cape of the lace
buttons snugly around the neck and
fits as smoothly as a cap over the
accord!-on-plalde-

"Bayer Tablets of Aspirin" to be
genuine must be marked with the
safety "Bayer Cross." Always buy an
unbroken Bayer package which contains proper directions to safely relieve Headache, Toothache, Earache,
Neuralgia, Colds and pain. Handy tin
boxes of 12 tablets cost but a few
cents at drug stores larger packages
also, Aspirin is the trade mark of
Bayer Manufacture of Monoacetic-acidestof Sallcyllcacld. Adv.
er

Newsroom Typewriter.
"The celebrated Doctor Johnson
wrote one of his Immortal essays in
half an hour and never stopped to read
it over," said the studious person.
"Possibly so," answered the veteran
newspaper man, "but you must remember that the celebrated Doctor Johnson didn't use a typewriter with a
twisted ribbon and one or two letters
missing from the keyboard." Birmingham
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A man thinks that there Is only one
man In the world whose whistling Is
not a nuisance.

Friends Gave Her Up
Mrs. Hoffman's Recovery
From Dropsy a Surprise.

11

She Used Doan's.

l

was in dreadful shape," gays Mrs.
W. B. Hoffman, 689 Oakley Ave., Hammond, 111. "There wag a Bickening pain
across the small of my back and when
twinges near- I stooped over, knife-lik- e
ly drove me wüü. I had
large pufrg under my
eyes and my body bloat- ed badly all over. My

"I

f

f3

Hrif

,

twice their natural size
and, the skin looked
MkmmM a

it down, it left a dent
there and I knew I was
" bad off with dropsy.
"V.
Mrs, HoHnua
"My friends didn t
think I would live very long. I doctored with three different physicians
and they didn't help me and I was
discouraged. Nobody Knows the torture
I went through.
"I decided to try Doan't Kidney
PillB. I used three boxes and I was
cured. I felt fine. As the swelling
went down, my appetite picked up and
I was soon perfectly healthy. My color
came back and people said I looked as
well as ever. Doan't Kidney Pills
saved my life."
Bwom to before me,
MABEL T. SHERBY,
Notary Public.

Gat Doan't I Any Stars, SOe Bos

DOAN'S kpTV
FOSTER-MILBUR-

CO, BUFFALO, N.Y.

n iifiw ri u vil rn placed antwherb
UAIdl rL! MLlXn attractsand kills
Neat.
ALL FLIES.

4

eicen,ornamental, eon
veoient, ctMsmp. Lasts
all seaion. Mnd of
metal, can't spill or
tip over ; will not soil
or Injurs anything1.
Guaranteed effective.
Sold by daiirw. OC
6 by srXi'iiii;-3-

W, N. U.f DENVER. NO.

33-19- 19.
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a summer dream of brick
brown moire taffeta ruffled with
feathered edges, a charming frock
for the younger miss. Cuff at bottom ia snug and smart

This

Is

The lower edge falls over
the ribbon girdle in a floating panel

shoulders.

effect

'imimttii

Overseas.
same method of making a
Method

blouse has just arrived from overchifseas In a white accordlon-plalte- d
fon blouse of which the lower part Is
a tight foundation of the chiffon over
a thin white silk and the plaited chiffon falls In the same capelike fashion from neck to wnlstllne hiding the
absence of other sleeves, as this curious arrangement seems to make sleeve
as well as bodice. The same thing
appears again In a flesh pink georgette
with the lower edges bordered with
several rows of palest pink ostrich
feather banding.
The fashion for veiling one's self
in tulle as was done so much last
year is more noticeable than ever. It
la well to note that the soft wood

1

...'

1.7

Dub-woit- e,

brown shades have almost superseded
the blues of the past season, so much
so In fact that the brown is becoming
quite as hard to find as the blue, which
grows scarcer dally and dearer, too.
Brown, by the way, is the coming fall
shade. Many of the Paris importa
tions for street dresses of the chemlfto.
e
effects show in the col
and
lection only two colors, In fact, brown
and black.
one-piec-

'I

I

4

d.

The war has made table linen very
valuable. The use of Red Cross Bag
Blue will add to Its wearing qualities.
Use It and see. All grocers, 5c.

it-

The soft fabrics, such as auvetyn,
Not In the Right Class.
velours and kitten's ear, have pushed
'Betty, I wish you'd tell Billy and
Serge, we hear, Is Anna to stop playing with those
all others aside.
to have a rest along with nil of the
children. Their social standing
kindred fabrics of surface rought-is growing a bit questionable."
"Why, Is that right?"
"Yes, It leaked out at a director's
meeting last night that they have the
poorest stocked cellar in town." Life.
Alns-wort-

-

h

f

1

Shave With Cuticura Soap
And double your razor efficiency as
well as promote skin purity, skin comfort and skin health. Ho mug, no
slimy soap, no germs, no waste, no
Irritation even when shaved twice
dally. One soap for all uses shaving,
bathing and shampooing. Adv.

VA

'

Tender slices of chilled
Libby's Corned Beef and
teamed greens garnished
wth egg here ii a dinner
your family will aik for again
and again Aik your grocer
for a package of Libby's
famous Corned Bee' today.

L

i

mm1,, 4

I

Libby, McNeill 4 libby
Chicago
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Grouch Remains.

There'a
Not all birds seem happy.
Heard by the Boss.
Mrs. Flatbush What's the motter
In an office where I once worked the crow, who has to cough up his
Mr. Flntbush Oh, he Insulted me.
we nicknamed
the boss Vegetable voice.
"What did he say?"
nose.
Face becnuse he hud a turn-u"Called nie an old grouch."
"Dont mind him. You're not so old, One day when he had "nlslied dlcta-in- g
to me he asked m to send one
dear." Yonkers Statesmnn.
of the other girls in with some letters
lit
wanted.
When I reached the
stenographers' room I said to a girl,
MbsJAjMalH
"Vegetable Face wants those letters
'
Famous French Discovery
he gave you this morning." On hearreplaces rverVc wastage.
ing a sound behind me, I turned
Increases strenith. energy,
around nnd looked into the enraged
SIXTY-FIV- E
endurance and visor,
countenance of my august employer.
builds firm healthy flesh.
Don't worry about old age. A sound Exchange.
lBest Thing Known For
man is good at any ge. Keep your
body in good condition and you can be
as hale and hearty and able to "do your
Did you ever hear a man with an
bit" as when you were a young fellow.
obese bunk account sny that the love
Affections of the kidneys and bladder of money was the root of all evil?
arc among the leading causes pi early
or helpless age. Keep them clean and
the other organs in working condition,
.
and you will have nothing to fear.
Drive the poisonous wastes from the
system and avoid uric acid accumulations. Take GOLD MEDAL Haarlem
Oil Capsules periodically and you will
find that you are as good as the next
fellow. Your spirits will be rejuvenated, your muscles strong and jour
any task.
- Jt
r!
trotteur costume. mind keen enough for
A very Frenohy
GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules
A' Si
"3"
It is an advance style, extremely will do the work. But be sure to get
comchic, fascinating and neat It
the original imported GOLD MEDAL
bines French serge, shepherd plaid Haarlem Oil Capsules. They are reliable and should help you, or your
and white pique.
money will be refunded. For sale by
druggists.
In sealed packages
than the velvety velours family. most sizes.
Adv.
The embroidery Is done by band in three
p

AMERICANS
MAKING GOOD
AT

f
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Grow Wheal in Western Canada
Izzi

One Crop Often Pays (or the

.wi.

mm 'immwmm

the same shade as the dress material
pnd the extremely heavy embroidery

Flying Trips to Europe.
A flyer predicts that we shall within
silk Is used. Redingote effects, with a few years fly across the Atlantic In
their long slender lines, are leading all the forenoon and return in the afterothers at this time.
noon. We shall return In the ofter-nooSand and Tan Tones.
no doubt, because after paying
As companion to the brown shades fare for flying so high we shall have
destined for early fall and winter nothing left upon which to "do" lands
wear sand' and tan tones are often beyond the Atlantic. Louisville
seen. There are, by the way, several
new shades faison brown, which has
a reddish cast; tlson, which Is rust
Its Sort.
red; peace blue and jade; Corlnthe
"Pa, what Is a benignant tumor? Is
and Adriatic, also blues. The combinaIt a kind one?"
tion of brown and green is striking
"Yes; the kind you don't want to
and unusual enough to please the get"
most ardent searcher after novel effect.
It is deftly done by placing
strips of a jade green along a brown
background and veiling the green
strips with a thin fabric of brown or
a heavy open mesh braid, through
which the green is flecked.
White and marigold yellow also
present a new color combination of
which the possibilities are limitless.
We learn that London Is more interested just now In clothes for the debutantes than In all else that Is,
London's smart world, for there are
the accumulated debutantes of the
past five years to be presented at this
year's drawing rooms, since the English king and queen held no social

Western Canada offers the igreatest advantage, to home seekers.
You can buy on easy payment terms,
I
4 S1 fS

EavIIa

Thouuh Western Canadaoffera land at such lownirures, the nigh
Drices of Brain, cattle, sheep and hogs will remain.
Loans for tha purchase of stock may be had at lew interest;
there are rood shiimma facilities: best of markets: free schools:
churches: splendid climate; low taxation (none on improvements).
Por Mrtieolan m to location of landi for ule. mapa, iiloatratcd literatura.
now railway ratea, ale., apply to ttepe at l mmit ration. Uttaws. Uh or

W. V. BENNETT, Room 4, Bee Building, OHAHA, NEB.
Canadian Government Agent
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call Lucky Strikes
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Lucky Strike cigarettes give you the

good, wholesome

flavor of toasted

.

Returning to the picturesque note
so pervasive, the newest evening
gowns for young women show one
piece velvets entirely unrelieved by
the slightest bit of color other than
the dress itself.
Blouses of Unen.
Smart and attractive are tunic
blouses of tan linen wltl the bands ol
heavy cluny, or blouses of crepe d
chine made In the loose, cool and be
coming tonic style.

V

fiOrt ha Aom

Grain Crowing and Stock Raising.

gatherings during the war.
Because of the vast number of
young girls to appenr before their
majesties the regulation court costume with Its long, long train, veil
and Prince of Wales feathers will not
be required this season at the several
drawing rooms, but the London makers are creating wonderful afternoon
Hence these lighter colcostumes.
ored effects such as the vogue of
marigold and white so closely are we
In this country In touch with mattars
over there that it Is only natural that
the mode of their moments should
reach us, too.
War Over Short Skirts and Sleeves.
Paris continues to wear Its skirts
and sleeves just as short as possible,
and consequently we are having a gay
little dressmakers' war in this land as
to just the length for American skirts,
for the "ten inches from the floor" rule
has quite as many followers as has
h
It Is said
adherents.
the
that many American buyers had ordered French dresses with lengthened
skirts for the American trade, but
when these arrived the general effect
of the dress was Impaired and the
buyers followed the French designers'
Ideas.

inri

land similar to that which through many years has averaged from 20 to 45 ,'J
bushels of wheat to tha acre. Hundreds of cases are on record where in Western VffJ .V
Canada a Infilo crop b patd the cot of land and production. The Govern- ments of the Dominion and Provinces of Manitoba. Saskatchewan and Alberta want
thm farmer tn nroaner. and extend everv ooaaible encnuranement and helo ta

five-Inc-

Same

The

Light Employment
"How would you like to be 'as Idle
as a painted ship upon a painted
ocean'?"
TI! confess that I have an acute attack" of spring fever," said Mr.
"but that would be a trifle too
monotonous, even-I- n
my present rundown condition. I'd rather be the chairman of a congressional investigation
committee. That comes as close to
being suspended animation as anything I know 'about" Birmingham

Burley tobacco.

CJ

fill

V

V
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FORD'S VIEWS
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"HALF-TRUTH-

Mich.

V

If you are looking for a CAR
LOW PRICE! we invite
you to look them over.They are

at a

Fully Equipped

The Chicago

Tribune rested its defense in Hhe
$1,000,000 libel suit which Henry Foni
has brought against it after spending
seven weeks and two days in attempting to prove that it was justified in
calling tho manufacturer an "anarchist." The 12th week of the trial
opened with Ford counsel offering rebuttal testimony against The Tribune's defense.
The first witness for Mr. Ford wan
the Rt. Rev. Charles D. Williams, 1).
who
i Episcopal bishop of Michigan,
appeared on the stand In rebuttal of
the testimony of Prof. J. S. Reevei,
professor of 'political science in tha
University of Michigan who had previously testified that Henry Ford's
views were distinctly anarchistic.
Bishop Williams said that Mr,
Ford's views were far from being
anarchistic and were, In fact. Christian, common and often commonplace.
The Bishop refused to be led iy
Tribune counsel in his answers and
insisted on telling "the whole truth."
Asked
whether he thought Henry
Ford's declaration that all armies
should be disbanded, all navies destroyed and all material of war converted Into commerical implements
was anarchistic, the witness answer-

,'1

"'

TELL

Noted Divine Saya If Manufacturer's
Theories Are Anarchistic Then
He Is In Danger Of Becoming Anarchist Himself.

fM;

Jfc

Chevrolets

IN

$1,000,000
LIBEL CASE
AGAINST TRIBUNE,

WON'T

ñ

TESTIFIES

NO EXTRAS TO BUY

It will cost you nothing to

strated at the

L

D--

absorbed in the thrilling
of the plot, entirely oblivious to all his surroundings,

DEEPLY

this reader is following the developments of
one of the best mystery stories yet penned by
that star of fiction writers, George Barr Mo
Cutcheon. You will be equally interested in the
new serial we take pleasure in. announcing.

reem r anc

II You'll Miss BiTfreat
if You
a
Vs.

Fail to Read Our New Serial!

Would Be Good World.

Would Tell Whole Truth.
"I ant going to tell the whole
v

"You are telling something I have
not
asked yott to tell."
When Beards Flourished.
Some Story.
"You have not asked me for the
Tlio reign of Henry IV of France
Said
mournful man, "Someday, whole truth. 1 bare to follow my conwas the golden age of beards, for at Boniel)0(y,the
somehow will science. I am a simple man."
sonievherc.
that time as much attention was paid Bet an Inspiration mtiAin
the fervor
"I am afraid," continued the Bishop,
to them as to the dressing of the of thp
will write
chunk of fic "that if this Is anarchy I agree with it
Lair of both sexes. Loiils VIH, then a tion hour
that doesn't contain J ho word mostly."
child, came to the throne, and the
sordid, doesn't refer to the Uoisnm and
Ford counsel ffie.n called William
beard had to go In honor of the hair11
perJetsam of life and excludes
A. Dunning, professor of history and'
less chin of the new monarch.
sons with hectic flushes."
political philosophy in Columbia University, to testify concerning Mr.
Ford's theories and atterances.
"When Henry Ford," said counsel,
"said that we should stop talking
one factory, one state and one
country and begin to talk about the
world, was ho preaching the doctrine
of anarchy?"
"No that is the general thought of

U

In the Foster Block, Roy,
OF GENERAL !
OFFERS YOU A NEW STOCK
AT FAIR PRICES
MERCHANDISE

We Buy Butter and Eggs
Atlligtíest Market Prices
Ranch Produce.
Fl Hides, Pelts and all Farm and

I!

Groceries
Dry Goods, Shoes
Ready-to-We-

ar

Clothing

PATRONAGE
WE SOLICT YOUR

REMIGIO LOPEZ

,

inclusive-ness- ;
human
cosmopolitanism
it has permeated all speculation
ever since
on political philosophy
there was such a philosophy."

"Is there anything peculiarly anar.
chistlc about it?"
"No."

"Is It In any way essential to anarchism?"
"No."
"Mr. Ford also said that he believed
humanity could .make mistakes but
could do nothing worse; he said he
tended toward
believed everything
the good, and that even the terrible
world war would result in blessing to
he world. Is tthere anything anarchistic

Ans'o-Gaxon-

-

.

,
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Tail of the Fox.
One of the most notable features of
the fox Is Ills large nnd massive tall,
writes John Hurroughs. Seen running
oh the snow at u distance, his tall
quite as conspicuous as his. body; and.
so far as appearing a burden, seems to
contribute to his lightness and buoyancy. It softens the outline of h!
movements, and repents or continued
to the eye' the case and poise of hi
carriage.
I
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AUCTIONEER!
Farm Sales a specialty

White

Col. F.O.

Offers you the benefit of his wide acquantance
years of experience as a successful Salesman.

Steam Heated,
Free Baths,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms

and

A quiet,- - homelike. Hotel

one block from the
i Depot, in the
Main Business District

Tourists and

Land-Seeke-

rs

Competent Clerk, Notes, Mortgages, Bills of Sale

Notary work and otheJ necessities furnished if desired.

Real Estate

Will find this the right place.

Insurance

Arrange your sale date well in advance, dates
also made at Spanish-Americaoffice.
n

J.

B. LUSK

waste of tin' eiro factories is put td
that use. Somr silk stockings contain
as much as 30- per cent of tin. The
use Is entirejy legitimate, sjnee the
trade'demands a-- silk that Is firm and
heavy for eertuftr garments for which
the purchaser desires a perfect nt.
and
as worn-ou- t
Silk waste, sue
cast-of- f
garments,, becomes in turn a
Kag
sonrce of tin worth attention.
pickers give little' heed to silk remnants, but eareftrfly collect Imen and
wool. The ragpickers' union, if there
is such a body,, might well take notice
of tills Information. The tin chloreasily converted Into
ide in the silk
tin oxide by burning the material, and
from the oxide the metal can be re
solvedYouth's Companion.

MICKIE SAYS

-

Attorney at Law
Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me
NEW MEX1CC

ROY

USE TIN

TO

WEIGHT

SILK

Manufacturera Have to Employ Material Which Would Seem Hardly
Suitable for Human Apparel.
We Iwrve adopted many foreign Ideas
of comfort or utility, but no one ha
sought to Introduce the wooden shoe
The tin stocking ts
from Holland.
even less suggestive of luxury, and
yet many of us wear them. Of coarse
a person could not wear a sock of
"eighteen-cara- f
tin and be unconscious of It, but if the tin is alloyed
and disguised .with silk he can wear
a considerable amount of It without

about those ideas?"
"They were commonplace before an
anarchist was ever heard of. The suspecting it.
idea that man is naturally good is
In cutting round tops nnd bottoms
It has
the basis of Plato's morals.
out of tin sheets in the manufacture
permeated moral philosophy ever of tin cans there remains a certain
jince."
amonnt of scrap. Men have sat up
Prof. Dunning was then asked to nights figuring the maximum number
run through the articles and interof such pieces of various slees that
views sponsored by Henry Fori and can be cut from a sheet of the tin,
Indicate the portions which would nnd still there is the waste left over
sonvlnce a critical examiner that Mr. that cannot be worked Into sheets
Ford was not an anarchist
again. Relief Is found In the demand
The witness promptly pointed out of the manufacturer of silk, who needs
numerous references to the governsome substance to weight his goods.
ment and to the use of the ballot A silk garment hangs and firs and
which showed, he said, that Mr. Ford
holds its shnpe better if weighted.
believed in the orderly processes of Kverybddy knows how soft and light
government and therefore could not arc the unweighted pongee silks. So
be an anarchist. In no writing or the manufacturers of tin cans and of
Interview, he said, could he find a ailks
One disposes of his
3lngle indication that Mr. Ford was
tin waste, and the other converts the
n anarchist, either in the common
metal Into tin chloride and works It
or philosophical conception of that into ve, wcveo s
VirtunUy RlUhe

'TO.

III

Flint, Mich.

o. b.

The .Angles, or Envies, were n p''"-pi- e
once located in n part of the world
now known ns Sehleswig-IIolsteii- i
and
who accompanied or immediately followed the Saxons iifo England. The
Angles are believed to have been the
more powerful race, for they occupied
(he larger portion of Britain,' and they
gave their name to the land, for out of
Engle grew the word England and th
.
Saxons made the word

E. Las Vegas, N.M.

Bishop"

pre

yv-n-

Tourini Car f735 J.

Fcuf-Ntnci-

El Dorado Hotel

truth."

The New Store
LUJAN & SON

52rA7?

hi

"I could quote a
pasi Chevrolet
sages from Scripture that express al1
1
most that Idea. I should say that tho
main theme of these statements by
Henry Ford are distinctly Christian,
Medicinal Properties of Beech Tree.
cgjnnionly preached in Christian pulThe beech, which Is found In the
pits and that if they were lived up to
temperate zone In Europe, America
this would be a pretty good Christian
nnd Asia, is valuable In medicine for
world."
'a.arsr
tTie creosote
distilled from its tar.
"Bishop," asked Tribune counsel,
Creosote, creosote carbonate and
"do you believe
Mr.
that
Ford has
are medicines used to supplequoted, 'patriotism Is the last resort ment (he hygenic mensures which have
of a scoundrel.'"
done so much to reduce the death rate
' "I have often said so," responded
In mifferfrs from pulmonary
the witness. "I have often seen it so."
Concerning the doctrine of
Bishop Williams declared
he did not believe in Buch a theory
but that many Christians did.
"It is the belief of anarchists," said
Tribune counsel.
"Yes and the belief of Christians."
"Will you be good enough to ans- Under new Management
wer the question," retorted counsel.
Chapman, Proprietor
Charles
"Anarchists say that and Christgoing;
ians say that. I am afraid I am
to tell the whole truth."
"Naw

t

II

III

half-doze-

8
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gua-iac-

is a strange, hidden house on the American border of Canada. In and around it royal personages, third-rat- e
actors, a New York man of the
world, a beautiful woman, an Irishman of fortune, an international crook, all play their parts
I? 2LHS&ngdram of European intrigue. It
is á stpryof rñáñy dramatic incidents, exciting
situations and touches of splendid humor.
.
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PARK

A

PLACE OF WONDERS

Yellowstone Hat Miny Marvels Which
Will for All Time Furnish
Tourists.
Attraction

fr

In writing' f the Yellowstone park,
John Muir has said: "In some of the
spring 'basins the waters though still
warm, are perfectly calm, and shin
blandly In 'a sod of overlennlng grass
and flowers, as if they were thoroughly cooked at last, and set aside
to settle and cool. Others are wildly
lolling over as If running to wase,
thousands of tons of the pfeelous
liquids being thrown Into the air, to
fall in scalding floods on the clean
coral floor of the establishment, keep- Instead
ine onlookers at a distance.
of holding limpid pale green or nznre
water, other pots nnd waters are
which Is
filled with scaldins-mud- ,
tossed up from three to four feet
to thirty feet, in stietty,
g

with fraeittntr. halfhtnir. thud- fling sounds, plastering the branches
oí neighboring wees; every ñas, retort, hot spring nnd geyser has something special in It, no two being the
same in temperature, color, or
'
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Violet Highly Prized.
The violet was the national flower
(Of the Athenians, and
the men of
thens were frequently addressed by
their orators its "Athenians crowned
in violets." The Itnnmns believed the
flower had medicinal qunlitles, and
Pliny advised n garland of violets
about the foreheud would cure headache, or dizziness,
,
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